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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLBM

The purpose of this study is twofold:

first, to describe and

analyze the sequential organization of complex mental processes (croblem
solving) 1n efficient and inefficient problem solvers, and secondly, to
investigate the relationship between a specific physiological factor and
the psychological variables that are operating during the problem solving
situation.

Two pilot studies already have been completed with these

general goals in mind, and their results have given specific direction to
this study (aimold!, Meyer, Meyer and FOlliatto, 1962; Rimoldi and Meyer,
1963).

In general, this study has concerned itself with two distinct

problems and a sub-problem relating the twO of them, that is, tqe problem
solving tasks and the problem of autonomic arousal to a

specifi~

stimulus.

These two problems then are related in terms of the construct of efficiency
in that efficiency 48n be related to problem solving and it can be related
to autonomic arousal.
Historically, these two problems and the related problem of
efficiency have been approached in many different ways.

For example, the

construct efficiency has been defined by many people from different points
of view.

Bfficiency on a task has been defined in terms of accuracy, speed,

redundant behavior and correct solution on a task or problem.

Then again

this construct has been handled by attempts to get at the underlying
variables or factors that enhance or inhibit it.

Buswell (1956) states

that efficient problem solvers are distinguished from inefficient problem
1
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solvers not in terms of their mental ability but in terms of their selfconfidence.

Brunner, Goodnow and Austing (1956) in their study also

believed that lack of confidence in subjects led to inefficiency on a
concept formation task.

John (1957) found several personality factors

such as self-confidence, anxiety and compulsiveness that contributed to a
subject's efficiency on a complex problea

~olving

task.

Blatt (1961)

operationally defined efficiency in his group of SUbjects in terms of
redundancy of behavior, that is, the more redundant questions a subject
asked in solving a problem, the less elfi.ient he was.

Wertheimer (1959)

also reGoantzed that the "right mood" (1:· .64) of the subject will influence
his efficiency on an intellectual task.

LUehina (1942) and Frenkel-

Brunswik (1949) suspected that anxiety, fear, threat, rigidity, etc., all
influenced the efficiency of a subject on a task.
OUB

There are also numer-

experiments, one of which was Beier'S (1951), that demonstrated the

effects of induced stress or anxiety on the efficiency of subjects in
tasks of abstract reasoning.
Again the problems of cognition and problem solving have been
approached historically from different points of view.

The most rigid,

behavioristic approach would be through the analysis of responses to a
task or problem.
m~st

However Rimoldi has pointed out that if it is true that

psyehologists are interested in only analyzing responses
then we are at a loss to interpret most of the psychological
literature in which either explicitly .r implicitly an effort
is made to infer, from test scores, or test answers, the kind
of mental processes in relation to which the given answers are,
in all likelihood, a final product. (1960)

.3

Historically the importance of analysing process and product
rather than product alone in problem solving behavior has been demonstrated.

Although Wertheimer (1959) and Dunker (194S) essentially worked

with the prodUcts of problem solving behavior, by resorting to introspection and retrospection they made certain inferences about the process of
problem solving.

Bloom and Broder (19S0) a180 believed that the product

and the procesl of problem solving eomplement eae another in giving an
accurate evaluatton of a SUbject, and they a'tempted to let at this process by the same method as Dunker, that is, they had their subjects
introspeet or "think aloud" whUe solving the problems.

Glaser, Darin

and Gardner (1954) have attempted to quantify the process a subjeet goes
through in a task eoncerning electronic trwble shooting.

Basically the

subject. ask questions and receive answers to these questions which they
must integrate and assimilate in order to arrive at the solution to the
problem..

For the purpose of this .tudy, the 'ask of quantifying the

process of problem solving has been desctri.bed by Ri.moldi and Haley where
they say that
a process is experimentally characterized by the sequence of
questions asked by the subject. Any characterization of the
prOCess shctuld include at least ~er of choices (of questions)
made, type of choices and their ord~r. The same questions may
have an entirely different meanina according to the questions
previously asked. It is assumed that at every successive
step the problem changes, and that what the subject knows and
what he My still want to know is not a fixed property of the
problea but varies as the solution develops. (1962)
Thul for the purpose of this study, the Rimoldi techniqU4 will
be emrloyed to analyze the process the subjects go through in order to
solve a problem.

(see Chapter III, Procedure).
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It is interesting to note that although psychology in the
Soviet Union appears to be extremely behavioristic due to Pavlovian influences, Zhinkin (1958) severly criticizes several American scientists
who attempt to simulate human thinking through the use of computers. He
criticises them because they attempt to evade a specific issue by reserving for the maehine the funetion of responses whereas a thinking person
is capable a1 •• of asking questions.

He eontinues to say that if this

element of asking qU*stions were to be deieted from the process of think-

ing, there wouldn't be any thinking.
The second part of this study is related to autonomic arousal
and its relationship to efficient problem solving.

Heart rate was

selected as the response measure of autonomic arousal because previous
research indie.tes that it is sensitive to a variety of stimuli.
example, Ford (1953) demonstrated that lying ..pine on a cot and

For
perfo~

Ing arithmetical computations which required no speech or bodily movements increased the eleetrical output of the heart and in the majority
of the SUbjects produced a more rapid heart rate.

During work on a

clerical test, heart rate was higher during work periods than during
rest periods, and higher when the individual was working under distract.
ing stimali than when he was working under .onditlons of quiet --- in
spite of the faet that there was no decrease 1n efficiency of the performance under dbtraetion (Bitterman and Soloway, 1946).

According to

a review by Alt ••bule (1953), "startle, anxiety, tension and apprehension may increase eardiac output by two-thirds and occasionally by more."

5

The hypothesis that efficiency in certain tasks is functionally
related to autonomic arousal has been repeatedly reported in .everal
studies.

Freeman (1940) demonstrated that efficiency in reaction time

and its relationship to G.S.R. produoed an inverted U-shaped curve.

As

efficiency in reaction time increases, autonomic arousal increased.

Malao

(1957) de.cribe. ".everal experiments that demonstrate significant relation-

ships between muacle-potential gradients and level of palmar skin conductance and ex.ellenee of performance on various motor tasks, such as mirror
tracing ancl tracking."

Duffy (1957) alao reports that the curve which ex...

presses the relationship betveen autonomic

a~sal

and quality of per-

formance takes the fon of an inverted U.

A ai.LIar functional relation-

ship betveen reaction time and. I.B.G. was reported by Lansing, Schwartz
and Lindsley (1956).

Blatt (1961) also feu.. a highly significant

~

crease 1ft heart rate in efficient subjects while they were ati ..piing to
solve a complex, abstract problem.
Thus in summary, it has been demonstrated that the problem of
efficiency on a task such as problem solving can be approached from
several different perspectives, that is, the process of problem solving
can be analyzed rather than just analyzing the correctness or incorrectness of the response to a problem.

Also previous research has indicated

that efficiency on a task may be related to autonomic arousal.
The purpose of this study is to analyze and characterize the
process that a group of efficient and inefficient SUbjects go through
in solving a problem.
in this study.)

<See Chapter III for the criterion of efficiency

Another purpose of this study is to see how autonomic

arousal, measured in terms of heart rate, is related to the efficiency
or inefficiency of the subjects in the problem solving situation, and also
what variable in the problem solving task contributes to the change in
heart rate in the subjeets.

On this basis, several general hypotheses

will be tested in this study:

1) problem solvina as a task will produce

an increment in heart rate in both groups of problem solvers when compared to their baseUne periods, and that there will be more of an inerement in heart rate in the efficient probl. . 80lvers than in the inefficient problem solvers,

2) tbe increaent in heart rate will take

place while the subject is trying to integrate and

a8s~ilate

the in-

formation he has requested in .olvin, the problem, that is, during the
Uquestion period"

<See Chapter III, Pr..echtre), and 3) in analyzing the

problem solving process, t.he eff:i.cient subjeets will do better and ai,nifieantly so in solving the experimental problem than the inefficient
subjects.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITlmA'l'URB

This review of related research is divided into two separate
areaa; first, the historical and eontemporary research that has been
conducted in the field of problem salvin,. eepecially that reaearch that
attempted to ,et at the process underlyin, problem solvin, behavior;
secondly, the hi.torical and eontemporary reaeaxoh that has investigated
the relationship between efficiency on a task and autonomic arousal.
Oognit!.. and problem lolving behavior haa been a field of
interest to psycholoaists from the beginning of their scientific history.
More complete review. of this field has been done by Chaplin and Krawiec,
(1960) ,

J'ohnaen, (l95S), and Vaaeke, (19:52).
The early period in the study of problem solving was character-

ized by observing problem solving behavior, deeeribing it, and making
inferences based us.ally upon the lolutio. of the problem.

This approach

can be exemplified best by the early studies of 3ames (1890), Thorndike
(1911), Dewey (1933), Kdhler (1927), Dunker

(19~S)

and Wertheimer (1959).

For example, Dunker's (19261 1945) contributions to the area of problem
solving are elas8ieal, yet it is clear that his primary concern was less
with classieal experiaentation in this field rather than a broader,
empirieal approach to the problem throqh o1>.enation of problem solving
behavior.

In his research he presented speeial problems to his subjects

and requested that they "think aloud"

while .01 ving the problellUl.

It

is baportant to note that this method differ$ frem classical introspection

7
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in that his subjects were not trained to seareh and analyze their "mental
content", but that they were required to verbalize what they were doing.
Dunker concluded from his observations that the process of
solving a problem has two basie aspects:

first, the .olution must be

analyzed, and secondly, the goal must be analyzed.

In order to arrive

at a solution to a problem, the subject must discover the conflicting
elements of the situation because the relationship between eertain
elements in the problem will have to be manipulated.

The subject must

also analyze the goal of the problem in tnat he must consider what tactics
must be allployed ill order to arrive at this,oal.
Solutions obtained by this analytie method were interpreted by
Dunker a8 being rational, whereas solutions obtained by "resonance" were
cOl18idered less rational.

Be defines cognitive resonance as a per ...

ceptual-eognitive manner by whioh the present problem i. related to the
tactics learned in past experience, and apparently he feels that the
re.onanee due to past experience. of proble. solving hinders the subject
in arriving at an appropriate solution to the problem.
There is little doubt about the importance of Dunker's contribution to the area of problem solving and cognition if it is understood that his particular problemswre constructed specifically to illustrate some of his contentions about the process of problem solving. One
criticism of Dunker's methodology is that asking his subjects to "think
aloud tt or verbalize what they were thinking whUe solving the proble.
may really inhibit or slow down the subject's tbought processes.

The

subject.' verbalizations were not clas.leal introspections in the sense

that they would seek out or search for specific "mental content", and
he may have made more precise observations if he employed

trained sub-

jects to introspect while they were solving the problems.

Also the in-

ferences made by Dunker concerning the efficieney of problem solving
should be put to a more rigidly, controlled experimental test.
Wertheimer (1959), like Dunker explored the area of problem
solving from a broad, empirical aprroach rather than eon!ine himself to a
rigid experimental design.

From his observations, he concluded that

productive thinking primarily depends upon an understanding of the
structural and functional relationships of the problem solving situation.
However valid his conclusions are, based upon ob,ervation, his principle.
or postulates of problem solving should be subjected to a more highly controlled experimental design.
In their book, A Stud>: of Thinking, Bruner, Goodnow and Austin
(1956) went through an elaborate description of the process of conc.ept
formation.

They explicitly stated that their aim was "to externalize

for observation as many of the decisions as eould possibly be brought
into the open in the hope that regularities in these decisions might
provide the basis for making inferences abQut the processes involved in
learning or attaining a concept.

These regularities i.n decision-mating

we shall call strategies."
The primary method used by the autMrs was to present a

eGtt-

cept attainment task to each subject where they were to develop a speci....
fie concept by em.ploying four attributes each with three values specifically illustrated in an array of eighty-one cards each varying in shape

10

of figure, number of figures, color of figure, and number of borders.
On the basis of the observations made on their subjects, they concluded
that their subjects employed various combinations of four strategies:
s~ultaneous

scanning, successive scanning, conservative focusing and

focus gambling.

On this basis, they arrived at a major conclusion

that their subjects usually adhered to particular patterns of approach
and that their behavior was not random but they behaved in a highly
rational manner.
The method of observing the process of concept formati.on de.
veloped by the authors is certainly unique and promising, however in
spite of the fact that the authors state in the second part of their
book that they have presented twenty experiments on concept attainment
under a variety of conditions, it is hardly true that these experiments
are more than observations of subjects solving problems with little mention of any variables they had attempted to contrOl.

For example, little

is known about the subjects except that they were Harvard or Wellesley
undergraduate students.

While some of their results were interesting,

the almost complete lack of statistical analysis leaves them open to
further experimental analysis.
In their monograph on problem solviUl, Bloom and Broder (1950)
explicitly state as their aim that they wish to understand more about the
nature of problems and the cognitive processes involved in problem solving.

In a series of studies, they were interested in exploring the

nature of the problem solving process, in 40mparing successful and nonsuccessful problem solvers and in developing and improving problem

11

solving behavior in poor problem solvers.
Their method was similar to Dunker's, in that they would have
their subjects "think aloud" or
on a problem.

verbaliz~

their thoughts while working

They then analyzed the verbatim records of each subject's

verbalization, plus the results of several aheek lists and also the final
solution to the problems.
The results of their studies indioated that they could accurately describe the different approaches employed by various subjects, and
that they eould distinguish successful from non-successful problem solvers
on the bus of their approach.

One major observation they made concern-

ing the effieiency of problem solvers was that their attitude toward the
problem solving tasks greatly influenced their efficiency.

These atti-

tudes were directed primarily toward their reasoning ability and their
confidence in problem solving situationa.

Yhey also found that they

could improve the problem solving ability of tbe unsuccessful subjects
by helping them in4ividually and in small groups where the

su~jec1:S

could handle theae problems, see the different approaches of different
people and observe and compare their inadequate approaches with those
that were more suceessful.
Bloom and Broder's contribution to psychology in the area of
problem solving has been valuable espeelall,. where they emphasized process and product rather than product alone as iBportant factors in problem solving.

Slnee their analysis of their data was primarily descripM

tive in nature, it would be interesting to lee the results of some highly
controlled experiments based upon their observations.

12

In another study that tries to get at the underlying proctess
of problem solving behavior, Glaser, Damrin and Gardner

(19S4)

developed

the Tab Item technique which was designed specifically to measure a
mechanics pl'Oficieacy in solving problems of a "trouble-shooting" type
that were related to the mainteruance of a radar.eomputer system.
material. presented in the Tab Item. consisted of the following:
symptom. of the set malfunctioning,

2) the

cheek procedures,

The
1)

3)

the

the

reaults of the eheck procedure., and 4) the possible defective components.
The subj••ts to be evaluated then go through ,he items selecting those
they feel pertinent to the problem. and select as many items as they
feel necessary to arrive at a specific solutiOft.

The type. of itema

available to subjects were clasaified into various categories: relevant,
additional, redundaat, inadequate end irrelevant.

A variety of scoring

procedure. can be employed in analyzing their results, for example, a
straight frequeney count of the number of i'e•• pulled or a weighted error
count wherein the procedures and units whteb. cum be selected are weighted in inverse relation to their relevance 1n isolating the defective
unit.
Becau.e the article was only descriptive of this particular
method, no analysis of available data was pre.8nted, hence it is

~

possible to ascertain the validity or reliability of this particular
method of assessment regardless of how .nique or interesting the technique
appears to be.
In k.well' a (1956) study on publ . . . .lvinc, process agaia was
emphasi.ed rather than product alone.

tis main purpose wa. to 8e. if there

1.3

were specific patterns or tactics used by pr.blem solvers or whether
problem solving approaches were

80

speoific to each individual that only

an idiographic description of each subject can be made.
He administered arithmetical problems to 499 subjects on a

group and individual basis --- four group problems and two individually
administered problems.

His tests consisted of 38 items or cards that

contained the essential information necessary to solve the problems.
This information was divided into two typ•• :
information based upon logical reasoning.

algebraic information or

The subjects were then allow-

ed to choose the type of information they wi,hed in order to solve the
specifie problem, and the amount and type of information ohosen allowed
Buswell to quantify the subjects' proces.es while solving the problems.
These results led him to confirm objectively what others had said descriptively in other studies, that i8, that the process of problem solving
is directly related to efficiency in problem solving.

He also found that

there were no clear...cut uniform approaehes to the problem but rather than
individual tactics overlapped and that there were a variety of approaches
to the specific problem,

however, some tactics proved to be more effec-

tive than others.
Zhinkin (19'8) attempted to use information theory as a metbod
of analysis for problem solving data,

however his research has been more

or less theoretical, and no expertaental application of his idea was made.
It is interesting that Soviet psychologiats have not emphastzeti

a~l

empir-

ical or experimental approach to the area of cognition and problem solving,
but rather they try to explain cognition in a philosophical framework.
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Georgiyev (1955) tries at great length
sensory and rational cognition.

to~t

at the underlying basis of

What he calls sensory cognition, he

interprets neurologically, and what he calls rational cognition, he
interprets by philosophical speculation.

A comprehensive study on eogni-

tion in the Soviet Union was made by Anan'ev, Vekker, Lomov and Yarm01enko
(1959), yet even here cognition was treated as an epistemological proDlem rather than investigated from an expert-ental approach.
The Develoent and Artl ieatlon of the R.i..old1 Technique
The early history of this technique was established when
Rimoldi (1955) developed an objective method of analyzing problem solving
behavior by observing the ··number, type and sequence of questions asked
by a subject in solving a prOblem,

the main purpose being to analyze

the process of thinking rather than its end product as indicated by a
certain answer." Using this study as a point of origin, it can be seen
that the

R~oldi

technique has gone through an extensive period of

evolution in terms of application of the methOd and the theoretical
assumptions and methods of quantifying the observed data.
One of the first applications of this technique was made by
Rimoldi., Raley, and Fogliatt.o (1962) in their study on the Test of
Diagnostic Skills which was developed ia order to provide "instruments
to be used for evaluation, and if possible, training of medical

students.~

In this study, the authors explicitly stated that
an appr.aeh to the study of diagnostic ability could be
made by studying the sequences of questions asked by a
physician to solve a clinical problem. This could give
cues as to the use of the information obtained, hypotheses
made, their verification, their aceeptance or rejection,
conditions and situations under which they are changed,ete.

IS
For this purpose, seven medical tests were constructed, two of
which were thoroughly analyzed.

These teste were administered to 41

physicians, 121 senior medical students and 89 junior medical studente.
The subjects were obtained from five different aedical schools.

A gen-

eral description of the tests and technique is as follows
The subject receives, for a specified clinical ease,
the type of information usually available to the
physicians from the hospital admission chart, from
the patientts complaints, and from other aspects of
his clinical history. Removable cards contained in
flat pockets which partially overlap are evenly
arranged on a display folder. On the top edge of
the numbered cards -- we shall call them items -the questions that the examiner may ask are indicated. Theae include questions that he might wish to
ask of a patient, the manipulative techniques he
might wish to use, the diagnostic tests he might
order and so forth. By drawiftC a card and looking
at the reverse side the subject gets information
that is given in the form of verbal reports, laboratory analysis, X.ray fit~. etc.
As each item is selected, tbe expertmenter or the subject records the number of the item in numerieal sequenee.
The data of this study were analyzed in a variety of waysf in
terms of the number of items selected, the utility indices, utility
scores, agreement scores, pattern analysis and performance curves.
Bach of the tests were subdivided into three separate categoriest

1) clinical interview, 2) physical examination, and 3) labora-

tory l'rocedures.

In terms of analyzing the nlllllber ot, items selected, it

was seen that in comparing the three groups of SUbjects, junior medical
school students selected more cards thaa senior students who in turn selected more cards than physicians.

This provided further evidence that
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the most striking change in the diagnostic process with clinical experienee was in the interview phase of the process.

The utility score is the average of the sum of the utility
indices for the itema selected by a given subject, and the utility index
is defined a. the ratio between the nUll&ber of subjects who asked a ques-

tion and the total number of subjects who took the test.

The utility

score can be interpreted as an estimation of agre..ent of a subject with
the group u.ed for the determination of tbe utility indices.

In analyzing

the utility acore. of each group .. it seems
that seaiors apply the strict approach taught in medical school and thus are in more agreement as to which
it... are useful. The juni.re, baving had a more 11...
ited training tend to agree le88 among themselves as
t. which items are u.eful. The lower mean utility
scores for physicians could reflect a certain flexibility ~ approach or possible concentration on a
particular area in their specialized fields.
A pattern analysis of the data indicated that patterns man!fested by seniors agreed more with the physicians' patterns than did the
patterna of the junior students.

This specific technique of pattern anal-

yais was developed by Rimoldi and Grib (1960a; 1960b).

An analysis of

the performance curves generated by each group showed that phyeicians
obtained more information at each step of the diagnostic process than
senior students, and seniors more than juniors.
In evaluating the Test of Diagnoatie Skills, there are two
important implications stemming from the results of this research, one
being the training of medical students and the other being the selection
of medical students.

It seems that this test could be used as a train-

ing device in that a set of problems could be developed whose nature

~----------------~
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could be dictated by the specific medical school using this technique.
The individual student's performance on the tests could be discussed by
student and instruetor in that the teacher eould use this performance
to point out to the etudent certain pitfalls in his clinical reasoning,
etc.

Again this test may be used in selecting medical students, and it

would be up to each school to decide what the admission criterion .hould
On the basil of this criterion, problema ceuld be developed that uy

be.
be

incorporated into an admissions test battery.

As it was indicated

by the author., perfect validity is not claimed for thie test, and it
would be almo.t tmpo8sible to develop a set of predictors to aceoaplish
this.

Thu, even though forty-one physici... were uaed as a criterion

group for this study, any application of this test to the actual screening of medical student. would have to be made o.ly after more suitable
standardized norms were developed on the baiis of the admissions criterion
of each specific school.
Raley (1960) conducted a study with the Test of Diagnostic
Skills where he compared a group of medical students' performances in
their junior year with their performances in their senior year.

His

main intere.t was focused primarily on ohange. in performance after a
training period.
His subjects were 36 medical stUdents to whom tests numbers
2 and 4 were administered at the end of their junior year.

About. year

later, the same students were administere4 the same tests again.
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By employing an analysis of variance of tests, administrations and subjects for the number of items selected, he found that the
"learning period that took place between the first and second administration is a real source of variation for the n..ner of items selected. t • In
using the utility seores of 40 r;hysicians

who

took these tests as norms,

he also found that his subjects were more in Agreement with these physicians' norms in their senior year than they were in their junior year,
and that this group of subjects were more in agreement with themselves
as to the utility of items selected in their senior year than they were
in their junior year.

On the baais of these results, he concluded that

the Test of Diaenostic Skills is capable of measuring change during a
learning per104.
Sem. may criticize this study because a memory factor was not
controlled, tbat is, both tests were given to the same group of subjects
on two different occasions, and there is •

po8Si~Uity

that the subjects

remembered the items from one occasion to the n.At., aowever, this is
doubtful because of the intensity of the total testing program in a
medical school environment.

The subjects may have remembered that they

took the tests, but it seems doubtful that they would remember the specific items on the tests to any significant degr.e.
Another application of the Rimoldi technique was made in a
study involving training in problem solving (Rimoldi and Devane, 1961),
The purpose of this study was "to explore 1) individual character1sU.cs
of problem sol viag behavior and 2) the extent to which high sehool
students ..y be trained in problem solving procedures."
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Twenty-five pairs of subjeets were selected and were matched
for intelligence and educational level.

One subject from each pair was

selected at random to compose the experimental group.
Each member of the experimental group met individually
with an investigator every two weeks for a fortyminute training session. The subject was presented
with a problem and a number of q~st1ons he might
employ in working toward a solution. A record was
kept ot the order in which he ehose questions. When
he felt he had arrived at a solution, he and the
investigator reviewed his performanee .tep by step,
while the subject reconsidered his successive deeialons. The investigator eneourased the subject
to question his own thinking, and to propose al.
ternate .etbod. tbat he might have .-ployed. The
investigator was careful not to evaluate the solution offered. The only criticisms or revisions
were those of the subject. The subject's reasoning
as he proceeded through the problem and his questioning of his own thinking after reaching a solution
were recorded in order to relate his thinking to
more objective measures.
The control group received no training between pre and post.
testing.
In analyzing the eUpsoids (RLmCildl and Devane, 1961) gsner...
ated by the experimental and control groups, it was shown that the experimental group after training showed more agreement as to the impor...
tance of certain items in the tests than cU4'l the control group_

"The

increased agreement evident here is taken as a reflection of an increased capacity to grasp the salient features

~f

the problem, to del in-

tate its outlines prior to solution, as oPl'Med to a relatively unplanned and less clear deliniation."

Also, there was a significant

increase in mathematics grades for the experimental group and no change
in the control group after training.

,.--
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Ofte criticisa of this study 1. that the subjects were scored
on the bais of norms generated by group performances.

However this proD-

1em was apparent to the authors because a new technique was developed by
which they could ...tr01 both content aDd

st~ture

(Rimoldi, Haley, Fogliatto and Brdaann, 19.').

of the problem

This then allows norms

to be generated from the intrinsic properties of each specific problea.
A oontinuation of the study of training in problem solving
(Rimoldi" POIliatto, Haley, Reyes, Erdmann an4 zacharia, 1962) and the
new development in norms based upon the properties of the problem produced a new method of analyzing problem solving data.

Again the pur-

pose of this study was to see the effects of training on problem solving
behavior.
Ofte hundred subjects were selected, S2 high school students
and 48 college freshmen" and they were divided into experimental and con...
trol groups matched on the'buisof LnteUilence and problem solving
ability.

FOrty-one problems were prepared for this study and analyzed

by the RtmoldL Technique.

A major finding of the study was that by analyzing
the plateaux (from the curves based on schemata norms)"
it is olear that both 8ehemata an4 content oontribute
signifieantly to performance, and thattraLning affects
both clifferentially. This SHIUII to follow the aame
pattern in both high school an4 eollege freshmen"though
the latter are consistently superior to the former.
Sinee plateaux can be interpreted as indicating defective planning, this may have iaport.ant connot.tions
in tel'lls of training, and how this training may be
expected to be effeotive 1n terms of inoreasing the
subject's ability to deal with progressively aore
e.-plieated sets of logical retetLen.hips and/or dealing with material of decreasing familiarity.
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The results also indicated that the analysis of the
ellipsoids shows tbatthe experi.m.ental subjects agree
among themselves better than the controls. Also,
that eollege graduate students are, on the whole,
better than high scbool students. The norms used
here are based on group perf&rm.anees, and tbus cloud
individual differences. The importance of this finding is then in showing how training may increase
agreeaaent.
In evaluating the results of this study, one important implication is that through training, the problem solving ability of students
can be made more effective and that tbis increment in problem solving
ability has had significant effect on improving the students grades
especially in the area of mathematics.

A major development in the

scoring technique was also made in that an objective criterion of effieiency was defined in terms of the intrinsic properties of the problems.
However, before future researcb i8 conducted with these problems, it is
necessary to evaluate tbe specific difficulty these problems present to
subjects of different ages and educational level.

This can be done by

administedng a 'battery of these problems ranging in degree of dift1...
culty based upon their properties to different age groups from very
young children through middle-aged adults to a geriatric sample.
A series of stucies has been completed in whicb the Rimoldl
technique bas been used to investigate certain clinical problem.
such study was done by TabQr (1959) working with the Rorschach.

One
He

states Clearly that the purpose of his study was not to validate tbe
Rorschach test or its underlying principles but rather to explore how the
Rorschach analyst utilizes tbis instrument in arriving at a diagnosis.
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The primary role of this study was to analyze group patterns of Rorschach
analysts and to describe their

ap~roach

to a diagnostic problem by using

the Rimoldi technique.
Tabor selected 30 Rorschach analysts based upon specific
criteria of competency.

Each subject was asked to analyze three

Rorschaeh protocols, two of whieh were psychiatric cases and one normal
college student.

By using Kendallts coefficient of concordanee, he in-

terpreted the number of cards .eJected in terms of the communality of
judgments of the analysts, and he felt the We that he derived expressed
a ··definite la.wfulMSS in the order of ae.cum.ulating diagnostic Rorschach
evidence" by his subjects.

One interesting ttnding was that the utility

indices of the items of the teats had a "direct relationship with the
sequential positiOning of the itemtt , especially in that the items that
were selected earlier in the sequence tended to have high utility indices.
It Tabor would have employed other groups of Rorschach
analysts, such as experts or unsophisticated analysts and made a comparative study such as Rimoldi, Haley and fogliatto (1962), his study
may have been lIWCh more meaningful.

It is somewhat difficult to under-

stand the significance of his results sinee he really didn't have an
experimentally adequate criterion with which be could compare his group
of iSubjects.

Even the ideal sequence that he used may not bave provided

much meaning to his results since this ideal sequenee was based upon his
own group's performaace, so that he was comparing his subjects with
selves.

the~

The study 'WOuld have been much mora fruitful if he could have

~---------------------.
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obtained protocols from expert Rorschach analyst. and then used the,e
protocols as his criterion group.
Mohrbacher (1961) in using the Rimoldi technique stated that
his general purpoae was to

dete~ine

the type .f clinical information

members of three different disciplines that is, psychiatry, psychology
and social work, request in fond.na a diagMa1.s of organic brain dis....
order or some alternative diagnosis.

Basically the .tudy was an ex-

ploratory one rather than a hypotbesis-te.U.q experiment.
FrOB a pool of 118 oases, he Beleeted four eases of children
having a Ddniul of intracranial pathol..,..

'1'hee. four cases served ..

the basi. for deVeloping four te.ts si.i1ar in structure to the Test of
Diagnostic SkiUs (Rimoldi, et a1., 1962) .. and each subject selected
items from eaeh te.t in order to arrive at a diagnosis.

The SUbjects

were 20 parentatri.sts, 20 psychologists aDd 20 sOGial workers varyiag
in degree of clinical experienee.
Mohrbaeher found that the members .f each group were quite
consistent aDd

~eneou8

in terms of selecting specific items in order

to arrive at a diagnosis and that the group of psychologists tteonsiatantly differed frOB both psychiatrists aM social. workers, a1 though the
differences were generally of greater stati.,leal significance between
psychologists and social workers than the differences between psychologists and psychiatrists.

Social workers and psychiatrists, on the

other hand, interestingly disclosed a

llUDlber . ,

similarities in theoret...

ical orientati.on. i t This trend indicatd that psychologists proceed.ed to reach a diagnosis in each case with less repetition of overlapping
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items and .orresponding economy in acquiring information in arriving at
a diagnosis.

AltboQgh the author did not expliQit}y state this, it

seems that the gro.p of psychologists appeared t. be more efficient in
their problem a.lviag behavior at least in

te~

of the reduction in

using redundant information in developtn, tb.eir diagnoses"
On tbe Desis of Hohrbacher's results, several important ~

plieat1eRs she.i. be considered.

Ofte is that sb.euldn't it be expected

that subject. frea three different

dis.tpl~s

would differ in their

approach to a 4iagaostic problem.

It s • •_ log14al that psyoholog1ats

would emphasize the taportance of testing, eueial workers would emphasize
sooial ease history data and the payehLatrials would be especially interested in medical data, so that the authorts results are not too surprising.

Another iaportant aplieation is that tbe group of psyebolo-

gists arrived at a diagnosis by using less redundant information than the
other two groups, and if the.e items were «Daly.ad appropriately, this
analysi.e would then provide cues tbat

may be

i.aeorporated into the diag-

nostic tr&i.1liag pr"ram which then might f.r&preve the training program
itself.

As the author explicitly stated, this IItudy was primarily ex...

ploratory'1n nature, and hi.a results have pnwided a sound 'basis for
future resQareh wlth this approach employiag .. more highly controlled
exper1meatAl eettiDe.
In aQthar cl inieal st\ldy, Gunn (196.2) states that the PIlrpose of his research was to attempt to vali"t.• the Rimoldi t.ecnnique.
His general aim was to see if the processes employed 'by those who were
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diagnosed as suffering from emotional disturbances were different from
those used by apparently undisturbed persons.

He also wanted to de-

termine if highly trained clinicians employed a different

ap~roach

in

solving a diagnostie problem than the less trained clinicians.
Qunn selected 6 trained and 6 untrained psychologists, 10
trained and 10 untrained social workers, 10 bright, 10 uneducated and 10
neurotic 8ubjacts for his sample.

Rach aubject attempted each of the

three clinical cases developed specifically for this study.
His results suggest that this technique can discriminate
between trained and untrained clinicians and between groups of clinicians and subjects not working in the clinical field.

Homogeneity of

card selection and order of selection w*s observed in different degrees
for each group of subjects, psychologists being the moat homogeneous,
next sOCial workers, then bright lay people and last uneducated lay
people. On this basis, Gunn states that education and level of training
does influence a lubject's performance on hi. problems.

The neurotic

group's performance wa, so different that they COUldn't be analyzed
quantitatively.
A major criticism of this study is that the author presents
the analysis of his data but he fails to adequately interpret the psychological signifioance of theae results.

It 1s not clear of what

~pert

anee his results are when considering the original purpose of the study.
It isn't clear what Gunn meant when he purported this to be a validity
study, but it seems that it was more or le88 a comparative study of
different groups.

Also the complexity and length of each test, 130 items,
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would prove to present a problem to the subjects in their handling of all
the data available to them.

It seems that so many items would make it

difficult for the subject to select the most important items and assimilate and integrate them.

Because of the wealth of clinical information

available to the subjects, it might have been more fruitful to allow
each subject to generate his own questions about the cases, and analyze
these questions asked by the same method.
A unique application of the Rimoldl teehnique was produced
by Meyer

(19~3)

where he investigated the effects of psychotherapy on

problem solving behavior.

He wanted to "explore the wayan individual's

apr roach to a siwlated real-life problem is affected by a course of
psychotherapy.

The emphasis in this investigation is not primarily on

the final solution an indivldualoffers, but rather the emphasis is on
the partieular manner in whieh he approaches the

~)roblem. It

By the

COD-

struetion of real-life problems and analyzing them by the Rimoldi tecnnique, Meyer hoped to explore whether the approaches to the problems
change as a result of psychotherapy and whether there were significant
differences between certain problem solvers and judgments of change resul ting fx'om treatment.
He stated three null hypotheses that he Hished to test: 1)
there shouldn't be any differences in approach to a real-life problem
by a patient at the beginning of therepy and after therapy has been completed, 2) there shouldn't be any differeaces between a patient's way
of approaching real.11fe problems and judgments of therapeutieally observed change, aad 3) if change is measured on the real-life problems,
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this change will not be in the direction of hi. therapist, but rather in
the direction of effectiveness, that 1s, he will become more similar to
community sUbjects.
Meyer's sample of subjects consisted of 33 patients receiving
out-patient treatment for a period of 24 weeke on a once a week beds. The
final sample consisted of 22 patients.

Re us.d a group of SO subjects

not receiving psychotherapy that acted .s a quasi-control group. ais
therapi$t group was composed of 14 psychotherapists of varying degrees
of qualification.

The subjects of each group were given three real-life

problems and a therapist post-therapy check liat.

The real-life prob-

lems were analyzed with the almoldi technique on three different levelsi
number of cards .el •• ted by the subjects, utility scores, and a sequence
score.

The .equence score for each subject was arrived at by adding the

weights for each card chosen when the order of selection was considered
and dividing by the number of cards seleeted.

Weights for each question

when order .f .election was considered were obtained by dividing the frequency with whteh a card was cholen in a particular order by the sum total
number of selectlons made by the group.
Meyer found that there were no significant changes between preand post-therapy problems for the patients in terms of the number of
card. selected or the utility score. so that hi. first hypothesis had to
be accepted.

The second null hypothesis was rejected in that the patients

rated by their therapist as Changed did actually change in their approach
to the problem in terms of selecting more questions for the problems
than the unchanged patients.

The third null hypothesis was rejected yet
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the alternative hypothesis was accepted with caution in that it wasn't
clear whether the change was due possible to identification with the
therapists Or some other unknown learning pro.es8.
It is believed that this was a very carefully planned and
well thought out pieee of relearch.

The

probl~

researchers encounter

when dealing with the variables involved in psychotherapy are multUold
and extremely complex.

The author went to great lengths to criticize

his own study and brought forth an abundant amount of supporting research for his experimental design.

He also went to great length

to

describe the principle of identification of patient to therapist as an
important variable in psychotherapy, yet he states that his re.ults are
not clear whether they were produced by the patients identifying with
their therapists or whether they were artifacts or products of some
other uncontrolled variable.

Because of the exploratory nature of this

study, it is difficult to conclude whether this type of methodology and
instrument can effectively be used to discriminate any change taking
place in patients in psychotherapy.
Efficiency on lKe.rimeutal Task, and

Au~onOEic

Arousal

A thorough review on autonomic arouaal in its relationship
to activating human behavior has recently been p.blished by Duffy (1962),
and more theoretical research regarding the uderlying assumptions involved 1n efficiency on a task and autonomic arousal has been presented
by Duffy (19S1) and Malmo (1957).

~
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One of the earliest studies in this area was conducted by
Freeman (1940) where he published the re ••lts of three separate experiments illustrating the relationship between performance level and bodily
activi.ty level.

Specifically he was cOMerned with the level of palur

skin resistanee when individuals are performiug above, below, and at
their normal 'coBlenial' pace such as on tasts of finger oscillation and
reaction time.
In hi. first experiment, he made oD.ervations upon 20 undergraduates under two conditions: 1) where the individual subject set his
own standard of performance, and 2) where the standard of performance
was set an arbitrary number of points higher than the individual's averages for the first condition, with failure in meeting the raised standard called to his attention.

Both conditions were

prec~ded

by a period

of relaxatioR uat11 a measure of palmar .kiR resistance showed no marked
change for five mtnutes.
His results indicated that the instructions given to the subjects the second tim. generally were sUGcessful in motivating the subjects to inere•• ect effort or reactivity.
During the second experimeRt, Freeman conducted an intansive
study OR one

subje~t

where reaction time and palmar skin resistance were

recorded simultaneously in a series of one hundred and five trial ooservetions.

The observations were made at various times with the subject

in various state. of alertness.

When the SUbject's performance was

plotted against reactivity, an

inverted V-shaped curve was produced,

that is, autonomic arousal increased in the subject as his performance
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increased up to a point where the subject felt an optimal amount of
tension that seemed to facilitate his performance.

After that point,

the subject experienced more tension and his performance began to drop.
In his third experiment, Freeman was interested in increasing or decreasiag motivational effort in reference to the subject's
'normal' or teongenial' pace.

Measures of skin resistance and reaction

time or finger o.cillation perfOrmances were taken under three conditions,
that is, where each subject was instructed to work at a comfortable working pace, where he .bould work above his pace, and where he should work
below his pace.

Fifteen subjects were observed under these three levels

and a relaxation period.

His results suggested that changes in skin

resistanee ar8 IIOre related to subjective effort rather than perforunee
levele pel' se.
It is interesting to note that research conducted during
this period in psychology 1s almost totally laCking in the analysis of
data by inferential statistics, but rather heavy emphasis has been placed
upon descriptive analysis through the use .f m.asures of central tendeney, correlations and the analysis of curve functions.

However, regard-

les8 of the lack of atatistical sophistication in these experiments by
Freeman, his analysis of the relationship between performance on a task
and autonomic activity 1s clearly demonstrated in his second experiment.
Perhaps in his fl.1'8t and second observations it is more difficult to
arrive at clear conclusions fra. his results because of a lack of more
sophisticated methodology.
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Beekman and Stein (1961) investigated the relationship of
autonomic arousal and efficiency in problem solving.

They explored this

relationship by employing the problem salving apparatu8 developed by
John and Rimoldi (John, 1957) with thirty-three sUbjects.

",as

Efficiency

defined 1n terms of the number of unnecessary questions asked

subjects.

by

the

A s ..~le of electroencephalographic recording was taken ten

minutes after beginning of the problem solving situation in order to
estimate the per cent of alpha time manifested as a measure of autonomic
arousal.

The rank-order correlation between problem solving efficiency

and per cent alpha ttme was -.47, that is, the more efficient problem
solvers tended to have less alpha in their resting E.E.G.'s than did the
less effieient subjects.

On the basis of these results the authors spec-

ulate that the more efficient problem solvers may be operating with a
generally higher level of "cortical excitation" and are consequently in
a state of readiness to integrate external information.
The results of their study may haYe been more significant
if they would have dicotomized their subjects iato two groups of efficient and ineffieient problem solvere, aad then they could have statistically tested to see if the two groups differed significantly in the
amount of alpha time they manifested.
A recent study relating autonomi. arousal to performance
level was eon4ueted by Blatt (1961) in wh10h he investigated the relationship of eardiac arousal to eomplex problem solving behavior. The
following hypotheses were tested in this atudy: "1) Efficient problem
solvers have a higher level of cardiae rate and a greater variability of
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of cardiac rate than inefficient ones during complex mental activity.
2) Among efficient problem solvers, elevations in the cardiac rate occur
at those points in the thought process at which nece8sary and sufficient
information for solution has become available, at which the predominant
activity has changed from analysis to synthesis, and at solution."
Blatt obtained concurrent recordings of heart rate while his
subjects attempted to solve problems on the John-Rimoldi Problem Solving
Apparatus (PSI).

A more detailed description of this electronic problem

solving instrumant was made in a former research article (Blatt and
Stein, 19'9).

As he specifically states in his second hypothesis, three

crucial points in the problem solving process can be identified; the
period where sufficient information has been obtained in order to reach
a solution, the period where the subject shifts from analytic questions
to synthetic questions, and the solution to the problem.

Eighteen

subjects, first and second year graduate students, were tested on the
PSI, and on the basis of their performance on the experimental problem,
they were separated in two groups of problem solvers - - nine efficient
and nine inefficient problem solvers.

The criterion for determining

efficiency was the number of unnecessary questions asked by the subjects
on the experimental problem. Cardiac rate was then recorded by chest
leads throughout the entire experimental session; during the instruction
period, the praetiee problem, the experimental problem an4 during four
interposed rest periods of tan minutes e.ch.
The results of this study supported the first hypothesis
stated, that is, efficient problem solvers are significantly more rapid
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and variable than inefficient problem solvers in cardiac rate while
attempting to cope with a complex cognitive problem. Concerning the
second hypothesis, by using tft" tests for correlated distributions, the
cardiac rate at the faint of necessary and sufficient information,
analysis-synthesis shift and solution were compared with the mean cardiac
rate of the phase before and after each of these points. Efficient subjects had elevations in cardiac rate at all three points, which were significantly greater than the mean heart rate of the phase that preceded
and followed each point.

For the inefficient subjects, only one sig-

nificant difference was noted, between the point of necessary and sufficient information and the mean value of the lag phase.

These results

then support the hypothesis that elevations in cardiac rate do accompany
crucial periods in their problem solving processes.
There is little doubt that Blatt bas made a contribution in
clarifying some of the problems inVOlved with autonomic arousal and
problem solving behavior, yet his study did lack some desirable features,
one of which is more rigid control.

For example, there was no control

for the effects of bodily movement on heart rate increment.

At the risk

of seeming overly critical, bodily movement does increase heart rate
when comparing this period with a period when the subject is at complete
rest, that is, how much did listening to instructions or the physical
movements employed in solving the problems contribute to increments in
heart rate rather than just the cognitive activity of the SUbjects. Also
the problems themselves seemed to be extremely complex and abstract,
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and they eertainly take much too long to solve considering the one hour
time liait and that two of the subjects eould not solve the problem
during this alloted time limit.

The complexity of the problems and

the time needed to solve them possibly had produced a good deal of fatigue
in the lubject. which may have been a variable that confounded the results of the heart rate estimates.
It is experimentally sound to operationally define crucial
points in the problem solving process, and it seem. logical to consider
the pointa at which a solution is reached and at which sufficient information haa been obtained to reach a aolution to be crucial periods
in the proble..

However the period of an.lysia.synthesis shift seems

to be very complex, and results pertinent to this period has not been
presented.

This period a. stated by Blatt i. actually a ratio that is

determined by the number of analytiC que'tiona a.ked first in the process and the number of synthetic questions asked later.

This ratio will

then fluetuate in the size of value for ••• h "abject, and become ttl e..
clear n as the value gets smaller.

Thus it s .... that as a crucial

period, it is quite difficult to identify in a reliable m.nner.
In presenting research, it is important to describe the
methodolOgy clearly enough

.0

that the study .ould possibly be re·

plicated, however, Blatt does not describe the type of equipment he
used which is iapOrtant when considering the reliability and accuracy
of his measurements.

Also, it was not clearly stated whether he worked

with all of the heart rate data that he obtained by continuous recording

~
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or whether he uled only thirty second estimates at the crucial points
of the probl.m.

This would be important in terms of knowing what wal

happening throughout the entire experimental selsion.
In an exploratory study, Ri.m.oldi, Meyer J Meyer and Fogl1atto
(1962) investigated the relationship between autonomic arousal and complex mental procesles.

Five problems were administered to seventeen

adults whose ages ranged from

twenty~three

to forty years.

Heart rate

was recorded continuously with an electrocardiograph while the 8ubjects
were solving the problems as well as for five minute baseline periods
before and after the problem solving sessions.

The results indicated

that heart rate variability for the most part remained constant throughout the seven experimental se •• loBs.

Because the study was primarily

exploratory in nature, more definite conclusions were not reached.
A major critici •• of this study 1. that it is difficult to
see with any de.ree of certainly the effects of problem solving on heart
rate changes.

Any change in heart rate may have been due to the diff-

erent type of problems administered, and because of the extensive number
of problems used, fatigue in the subjects may have been an important
variable that wasn't controlled.

Also the difficulty of the rroblem for

these specific subjects was not known before they were administered so
that if they proved to be too difficult, the frUstration the subject'
may have experienced may have been another factor that would make these
results inconClusive.
In another study, Rimoldi and Meyer (1963) present the resuIts of their investigation of the effects of problem solving as a
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stimulus on autonomic arousal.

Sixteen geriatric subjects over seventy

years of age were tested on four different experimental occasions.

Our-

ing the second and third experimental occasione, two problems were administered to the subjects, the first problem being very concrete and the
second being more abstract.

Experimental occasions I and IV were base-

line pedods in which each subject went through a ttsimulated" I,robln.
During all four experimental periods, heart rate was continuously measured by an electrocardiograph.

Cardiac rasponse measurements and their

relationship to the four experLaental occasions were analysed in the following unner.
An event marker noted the beginning of each problem
solving session, whenever the subject selected a
question in the problem and the point when the problem was completed. From the moment the subject
selected a card, that is, asked a questions, to the
point when he had read the answer to the question,
this interval wat recorded with aa event marker.
This specific temporal period was then called the
"question period". The interval of time on the
subject's record not marked by the event marker
WAS de.ilnated as the ttsearoh period". This was
the period of time when the s~bjeet presumably was
integrating the information he had already lathered, and was planning to gather new information by
asking another question or had egae to a conclusion
ahout the problem.
An analysis of variance indicated there was a significant difterence beyond the .01 level between mean heart rate during the four ex.
perimental periods. The most conspicuous change in heart rate took place
during the third and fourth experimental ocoasions, that is, between the
most complex problem and baseline 2.

These

~esult.

were interpreted in

terms of the subjects seeming to experience less stress during the second

~
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baseline measurement than at the preceding period..

A more molecular

analysis of mean heart rate during the four experimental periods was made
in the analysis of the question and search periods for each occasion. The
results of this analysis indicated that there was a significant difference
between the subjects' mean heart rate during the question and search
periods on the abstract problem in occasion III with a higher value for
the question period.

These results were tantatively interpreted as being

due to the fact that during the third experimental period, the most difficult and abstract problem was presented to the subjects which may be an
indication that arou.al mechanisms are related to the difficulty of the
task presented, and this may be related to the ability of the subjects to
assimilate unfamiliar information that confronts them during the question
periods.

Since the study primarily was exploratory, no definite

c~

clusions were made, hOwever, the results do provide guidelines for more
conclusive future research.
Even though this study was primarily exploratory in nature,
the results obtained provided a source of 4ireetion for this present
study in that there appeared to be a certain period in the problem solving
process tbat sp••ifieally contributed to a"onamie arousal.
question period of the actual problem.

Thi. was the

It 1s difficult to say this with

complete certainly because of certain inadequacies of the experimental
design suoh as using two experimental probl ... of different difficulty.
Because two problems were used, it is diffieult to attribute change in
heart rate to the problems specifically beeause variables such as fatigue,
boredom, and other maturational factors were not controlled.
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In summary, the purpose of this review has been to survey the
literature in terms of objeetively analyzing cognitive processes and problem solving behavior in terms of the undel"lyillg process involved in reachiI~

a solution to a problem.

Secondly, the historical and contemporary

research thiilt has investigated the relationship betvJeen efficiency on a
task and autonGmic arousal has been surveyed.
Although contemporary behavioristic !Isychology emphasizes
stimulus responsG modelS for problem solving experiments in that they deal
with solutions or responses alone, the historical background of research
in problem salving indicates that early research was focused on the process underlying problem solving behavior, and this process was usually in.
ferred from the solutions offend by the subjects (Dewey, 1933; James,
W90i Wertheimer, 1959; Dunker, 1945. K8hler, 1921, and Thorndike, 1911).

One of the earliest attempts to quantify the problem solving
process was that of Bloom and Broder (1950) where they had their subjects
"think aloud" while solving problems.

Similarly Glaser, Damrin and Gardner

(1954) tried to get at the underlying process of electronic trouble shooting

by analyzing tlw steps and check procedures a mechanic

~~uld

go through

in solving a problem related to the maintenance of a radar-computor system.
Buswell's (195') study on problem solving aaainemphasized proeess rather
than product alone.

He specifieally was interested to see if there were

certain tacticsar patterns used by problem solvers or whether tactics in
solving mathemati.eal problems were unique to each individual subject.

~
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In the field of concept formation, Bruner, Goodnow and
Austin (1956) tried to externalize for observation the decisions made by
subjects in their experiments.
Pinally this survey traced the evolution of the Rimoldi technique beginning with one of the earliest publications using thi.approach
(Rimoldi, 1955) and other applications of this method to problem solving
behavior (Rimoldi, Haley, Fogliatto, 19621 Haley, 1960; Rimoldi and
Devane, 1961tRtmoldi, Fogliatto, Haley, aeyes, Erdmann and zacharia,1962).
Application. of the Rimoldi technique to clinical problems have been .onducted in a series of studies using the Rorschach, psychiatric diagnosis,
and psychotherapy (Tabor, 1959;

Mohrbach.~,

1961. Gunn, 1962; and Meyer,

1963).

The implication of all of the studies mentioned that concerned themaelves with problem solving behavior is that there is a historical basis in the functionalist school of psychology that has served
as a point of origin for some of the eontempory research conducted in
problem solving where attempts have been made

~o

externalize and quatify

the underlying process of problem solving behavior.

Secondly the research investigating the relationship between
efficienoy on certain experimental tasks and a.tonomic arousal has been
surveyed.

One of the earliest studies in this area was conducted by

Freeman (1940) where he related efficiency on certain psychomotor tasks
and autonomic arousal.
Much later, Beckman and SteLn (1961) investigated the relationship between complex problem solving and E.E.G. recordings.

Blatt's
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(1961) research concerning increments in heart rate and efficiency in
problem solving provided much of the stimulus for this present research,
and finally two studies conducted by Rimoldi, Meyer, Meyer and Fogliatto
(1962) and

R~oldi

and Meyer (1963) provided most of the ground work for

the present study.
The major implication for all of these related studies is
that there seems to be a certain trend and interest for some investigators
to analyze the process involved in problem solving behavior, and that
efficieney in problem solving may be related to autonomic arousal in that
the more effieient problem solvers may experience an optimal level of
arousal that facilitates their performance on a complex mental task.

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURE
Source of Data and Criterion of ProblemSOlvipiEffieienCl
The subjects of this study were seventh and eighth grade
students of a
fifty~8even

problem

pa~achial

school in the Chieago

a~ea.

Two hundred and

students were pre-tested in order to isolate two groups of

801 vel'S

-

an efficient and an inefficient group.

Them two hundred

and fifty-seven subjects were given the Raven Progressive Matrices (form
ABCDE, 1938) and two sets of the Thought Problems developed by Tate,

Stanler and Uarootunian (1959).

These two tests were administered in a

group form to the three seventh grade classes and two eighth grade classes
during three consecutive days.

The pre-testing data obtained from the

seventh grade group were analyzed separately from the eighth grade group
because of the differences in educational level of the two groups.
A regression analysis of Thought Problem scores on Raven Progressive Matrices scores of the seventh and eighth grade subjects divided
them into two separate groups -

those

OIl

the positive aide of the r ....

grelsion line and those on the negative .ide.
estimate was

dete~ined

The standard error of

for each group of subjects which was then used as

an arbitrary cut-Off point, thus eliminating apprOXimately two-thirds of
each group.

T ...ose subjects falling above aad below the standard error

of estimate coaposed the two groups of au.jecta .sed in this sample. Table
I :Freeents the means, standard deviations, correlation coefficients, regression equations and standard error of eatimates for the two groups of
41
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subjects.
Table I
Mean, Sigma, Correlation, Regression Equation and
Standard irror of Estimate of Seventh and Eighth
Grade Suhjects on the Raven Test and Thought Problems.
Seventh Grade
Raven Test

(I~.

141)

E1lh\h Grade (I

= 116)

Thought Problems

Thought Problems Raven TeBt

Mean

44.61

16.81

44.40

18.81

Signa

1.28

.5.73

6.3.5

6.29

.62

.46

Y' • • S67X ... 8.37

y' - .402]( + .88

Rxy
Regression
Equation
Standard
Error of
Estimate

4.48

5 • .58

Table 2 is a description of the fiul dichotomized group of
subjects.

'thus

Oil

the basis of the subjects' performances on the Thought

Problems, efficient and inefficient subjects composed the two groups;
efficiency in problem solving being defined in terms of the subjects'
ability to handle successfully the tasks presented to them in the Thought
Problems.

Tabla 2 presents the subjects' mean scores on the Raven Pro-

gressive Matrices Test which gives lome indieation of their level of 1ntelligenee.

By using "ttt tests between the mean scores of the two groups,
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it was observed that there was no significant difference between the two
groups in terms of level of intelligence.

However, when considering the

subjects' scores on the Thought Problems, the two groups differed significantly beyond the .001 level.

Thus, it can be said that the two groups

were matched for intelligence but they were not comparable as far as the
rroblem solving ability as measured by the Thought Problems.
Table 2
Mean Scores of Raven Test and Thousht Problems
for Efficient and Inefficient Problem Solvers.

Efficient (N • 31)

Inefficient

(N •

31)

p

Raven Test

44.16

44.76

N.S

Thought Problems

25.09

10.62

(.001

The Raven Progressive Matrices

(F~

ABCDE, 1938) was used as

a measure of intelligence because it is relatively easy to administer in
a group form t • • large group of subjects.

Although this test has re-

ceived some critici.. in terms of its standar41aation, reliability and
validity (Burke, 1958), there 1s sufficient evidence that it is an adequate instrument to measure general intelligence in terms of its high
loading in a general intelligence factor

(Spe~n,

1946; Spearman and

Jones, 1950, Vernon and Parry, 1949; Rt-oldi, 1948, 1951) and its reasonably high positive relationship with the Sta.dford-Binet (Raven, 1948;
Keir, 1949).
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The Thought Problems developed by Tate et al (959) were used
in this study because they especially were developed for seventh and
eighth grade children.

They found these problems to be quite an adequate

instrument in the discrimination of good and poor problem solvers on the
basis of correct or incorrect answers to the problems.
MethodOlogy in Analyzing the Problem Solving Data
The teehnique of characterizing the problem solving process
used in this study was developed by Rimoldi and Baley (1962).

One reason

this technique was developed by the authors was that there was a pressing
need to 'question sorae of the basic assumptions in the classical stimulus..
response methods in contemporary psychology.

They point out that "the

study of the responses is not enough to establish the veracity of the inferences that can be made about the process." This technique essentially
analyzes the questions

tl~t

a subject asks in order to solve a problem.

By asking questians, each subject gathers information, valuable or non.
valuable, to hell' him solve the problem.

In this study, tlu.'t inforllUltion

provided after each question and the total number of questions in the
problem was controlled by the experimenter.

In developing this technique,

the authors pOint out that
a process is experimentally characterized by the
sequenee of questions asked by the subject. Any
characterization of the process should include at
leaat the number of choices made, type of choices
and their order. The same question may have an
entirely different meaning accoTdini to the questions previously asked. It 18 assumed that at every
successive step the problem changes, and that what
the subject knows and what he may still want to know
is not a fixed property of the problem but varies
as the solution develops. (Rimoldi and Haley, 1962)

4S

A brief but more specific description of the problem solving
situation is as follows.

The subject is IIresented with a problem and a

set of cards on which questions pertaining to the I:roblem that he may
want to ask are written.

Uron choosing a card or question, the corres-

pending answer is found on the reverse side of the card.

The number of

the card is then recorded by the subject or the examiner in order to establieh the sequence of the questions asked.
any card he desires in any order he wishes.

The subject is free to choose
After reading the answer,

he may decide to stop asking further questions, or to proceed further
until he reaches what he considers to be the correct solution to the prob.
1em.

This type t£ problem can be administered in a group form or individ-

ua11y to each subject.

For the purpose of this study, a practice problem

was given to all of the subjects in a group form, but the experimental
problem was administered individually to each of the subjects.
A major step in the quantatative analysis of these problems
using the Rimoldi Technique has recently been developed in that the etmcture and formal properties of the problem can be established, and thus
norms based upon these formal properties can be used to score each subject's
performance in ter.s of these norms.
By structure is meant the formal properties or
schema of the problem expressed in terms of a
basic set of relationships. Th.". ··schemata"
are the logical frames on which varLous types
of objects may be superimposed. By changing
the formal properties, various levels of c~
plexity can be defined. Each oae of these
levels is objectively characterized so that different investigators will have the sama set of
referenees when using a given schema. A graded
program of schemata may be prepared once agree~ent has been reached as to which set of schemata
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may be apI- ropriate. This will depend on the field
explored and the interest of the experimenter.
(Rimoldi, Haley, Fogliatto and Erdmann, 1963)
A description of the structure of the practice and experimental problems used in this study is as follows.

Figure 1 depicts the struc-

ture and formal properties of the practice preblem (Problem 3lA) given to
the subjects in a group form.

/D

A

A",/

"'8

Fig. I.

The formal structure of the practice problem (problem 31A).

Fig. 2.

Is an Bxample of a 2 x 2 matrix based upon the tree diagrams
of Figure I.

B

C

D

w
Fig. 2.

A 2 x 2 matrix of the formal structure of the practice problem.
I, can be observed that the cell frequencies of Figure 2 are

arbitrary when only conaidering the structure or intrinsic properties of
the problem.

When the extrinsic properties of tbe problem are defined,

these cell entries eaR be specified as with the practice problem in Figure
3.
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Meyer, 1963) showed that because of the natural organic deterioration in
these subjects, they were not able to work with the content of the proD-

lem which required a

limite~;amount

of abstract ability.

A typical

response of these subjects was that they couldn't deal with the content
of the problem which was a dance committee serving refreshments or selling
tickets because they, the geriatric subjects, had never been on a real
dance committee.

This typical response illustrates the very concrete

nature of their thought processes.

Previous research in general has in.

dieated that when dealing with an abnormal sample, the content of a test
is important, however since the sample in this study is assumed to be
normal, it is then assumed that the content should not have any influence
on the subjects' performances.
More

Figure S.

Less

mystery

8

2

10

sports

29

I

30

mechanical

IS

5

20

52

8

60

J

A 3 x 2 matrix of the complete structure of the experimental
problem.
Complete examples of the questions and answers in the practice

and experLmental problem can be found in the appendix.
The practice problem (31A) was given to all of the seventyfour subjects for the purpose of acquaintiag them with the technique and
methodology of the problem solving situation.

The experimental problem

was given to all of the subjects on an individual basis.
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The

~.sults

following method.

of the experimental pr6blam were analyzed

by

the

The norma uaed for scoring each subject's performance

on this problem can be found in the appendix.

Theae norma are based upon

intrinsic properties of the problem and upon the most logical sequence a
subject can take while solving the problem.

Bach subject's sequence of

questions asked was analyzed in the following manaer.
the observed seCl\1enee was, the subject only

~e.eived

aegardles. of what
cu:edit for those

questions asked that followed the logical sequence in the schema norms.
The

sum

of the pl'Op4trtions obtained basedu,.ft the

schema

norms was then

divided by the mamber of items selected wb.Uh was always equal to or greater than the ft.-bel' of questions necessary te .olve the problem as specified
by the norma.

In this way, the subject was ,iven credit for any of the

specified 10glcal sequences he employed, however he was penalized for
asking any redundant or irrelevaat questieD..

This final score then re-

presented the maxt... efficiency of each .f tbe seventy-four subjects who
participated in thi•• tudy.
MethodolOIl of Analysing the Heart Rate Data.

In analy.ing the physiologioal data obtained, the following procedure was used.

ca~diac

rate was selected al the physiological variable

to be measured for autonomic arousal beca... it il one of the more reliable
measurements of autonomic activity that can be made.

Heart rate responds

rapidly and .an be recorded continuously without limiting the subject·s
activity and ......nts.

The instrument used was a Sanborn Oscillographic

aecording Byat_ .. Hodel 29ft with an BCG/General Purpose Preamplifier,
Model 3'0.3200.
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Throughout the problem solving session a continuous electrocardiogram was taken on each subject.

The traditional four arm and leg

leads were employed while each subject sat in a wooden chair at a wooden
desk which reduced any static interference.

'throughout the problem solving

session, the examiaer controled the electronie apparatus while an assistant
administered the problem.

Before the experimental session, all of the

subjects were given a tborough demonstration aad explanation of how the
electronic equipment worked.

The subjects were also encouraged to ask any

questions they wiahed about the equipment and the experimental situation
in order to redUCe as much anxiety as possible.
An event marker noted the beginning of the problem solving
session, whenever the subject selected a question in the problem, and the
point when the problem was solved,

From the moment the subject selected

a card or asked a question, to the point when he had read the answer to
the question, this interval was recorded with the event marker.
study, this temporal period was called the "question period".

In this
The interval

of time on the tape not marked by the event marker was designated as the
nsearch period".

This was the period when the subject was integrating the

information he had already gathered and was planning to gather new information by asking another question or had come to a conclusion about the

pro~

lem.
since the equipment was running at a constant rate of speed
(5 mm./sec.), a linear transformation was made so as to describe the total
session ana each interval of the session (search or question periods) 1n
terms of a mean number of heart beats per minute.
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Also two baseline periods were obtained:
after the experimental session.

one before and one

Each baseline period lasted for five

minutes, and the subjects were instructed during these periods to select
a random number of blank cards in a random order and at random time intervals.

These two baseline periods were treated similarly as the problem

solving period, in that whenever a subject selected a blank card, this then
was a simulated "question period".

The intervals between the selection of

blank cards were designated as simulated "search periods".

By employing

these two baseline periods, it is believed that the effects of bodily
movement on heart rate was partial led out.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The presentation of the results will be made in terms of the
three basic problems specified in this study, that is, the relationship
between autonomic arousal as measured by heart rate and efficiency on a
problem solving taak, the speet!ie verieblewithin tbe problem that coatributes to autonomic:: arollsal, and the delree of efficiency manifested by
the two groups of subjects on

the

experi.m.ental problem.

Table 3 presents tbe results of an analysis of variance (case
VII, McNemar, 1963) on mean heart rate for 31 efficient problem solvers
during three different

exper~ental

mental problem and baseline 2.

occasions .. baseline I, the experi-

The obtained F ratio indicates that there

was a statistically significant difference 1a mean heart rate during these
three occasions.

This difference 18 observed quite clearly in Figure 6

where the mean heart rate for this group is pletted out against the three
experimental oceasions.
Table 4 presenta the results of an analysis of variance on the
mean heart rate for 31 inefficient subjects during the three experimental
occasions.

The observed F ratio indicates that there was a statistically

significant d1fference in mean heart rate during the three occasiona.

This

difference i8 more clearly observed in Figure 1 where the mean heart rate
for this group is plotted against the three oceasions.
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Table 3
Analysis of Variance of Mean Heart Rate for
37 Efficient Problem Solvers
Source

SUIIl

Experimental
Occasions

of Squares

Total

Variance Estimate

2

348.02

36

427.02

1,263.92

72

17.55

17,337.58

110

696.04

Subjects
Remainder

df

*

Significant beyond the .001 level

F Ratio

19.83

*
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Fig. 6. Mean heart rate during 3 experimental occasions for
37 efficient problem solvers.
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Table 4
Analysis of Variance of Mean Heart Rate for
31 Inefficient Problem Solvers
Source
Experimental
Oecasions
Subjects
Rem.ainder

Variance Estimates

F aatio

170.88

2

85.44

4.18

1',583.80

36

460.66
20.43

1,471.14

Total

•

of Squares

df

Sum

18,225.82

*

110

Significant beyond the .OS level

*
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"T" tests loIere made bettveen the mean heart rate during the
l;roblem period and the mean heart rate of the combined baseline periods
for both the efficient and inefficient problem solvers.
baseline period

~a$

This combined

the mean of each subject's mean heart rate for base-

lines 1 and 2.
Statistically significant differences were observed in both
groups of subjeets between their mean heart rate during the combined baselines and the problem periods

~ith

the change in heart rate in both cases

being an increment during the problem period.

Rowever, the increment in

heart rate was greater for the efficient subjects, the mean difference
being 5.21 beats per minute .. this differenoe being significant beyond
.001 level.

The mean difference in heart rate for the inefficient subjects

was 2.09 beats per minute which was significant beyond the .01 level. It
is important to note that these statistically significant differences were
bet~een

the different experimental occasions of each group of subjects and

not for one group of subjects against the other group.
When considering the search and question periods of. the three
experimental occasions, Table 5 gives the results of "t" tests for correlated means for the 37 efficient SUbjects.

Thecnly significant diff-

erence found was between the mean heart rate of the question and search
periods of the exr:.erimental problem with the increment in heart rate
taking place during the question period.
tion of these results,

Figure 8 is a graphic descrip-
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Table 5
Mean Heart Rate for 37 Efficient Problem Solvers during
Search and Question Periods for 3 Experimental Occasions
Baseline 1

Problem

Baseline 2

Search Pedod

91.05

95.'41-

90.04

Question Period

91.70

98.06

91.22

MD

.64

2.43

1.16

B)ID

.19

.58

.69

.81

4.20 ...

t

values

... Significant beyond the .001 level

1.67

S9

S=Search Period.
Q=Question Period
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8
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Table 6
Mean Heart Rate for 37 Inefficient Problem Solvers during
Search aDd Question Periods for 3 Experimental Occasions
Baseline 1

Problem

Baseline 2

Search Period

93.27

94.36

91.34

Question Period

93.99

96.77

93.51

.72

2.41

2.17

1.13

1.06

.72

.'4

2.27

MD

~D
t values

*

**

*

Significant beyond the .05 level
Si,nificant beyond the .01 level

3.03

**
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Table 6 compares mean heart rate during question and search
}eriods for the 37 inefficient subjects.

A significant difference was

found between search and question periods in both the experimental problem and Daseline 2, with increments in heart rate in both occasions taking
Ilace during the question period.

Figure 9 is graphic representation of

these results.
Considering the actual performance i.e., the mean final score
of both groups of subjects in solving the exr:erimental problem, a "t"
test for uncorrelated means indicated that a mean difference of .0047
between the two groups, with the efficient sUbjects having the higher
mean score, was statistically significant beyoad the .005 level (onetail test).
Table 7 presents the numbers of correct solutions obtained
by each group, the lIlean number of inappropriate questions and the mean
number of irrelevant questions asked by each group of subjects.
Inappropriate questions are defined as those questions that
had some value for reaching a correct, 1.Ileal .olution, yet lost their
value because they were asked in an illogical sequence.

Irrelevant

questions are defined as those questions whose answers provided no meaningful information for arriving at a correct, logical solution to the
rroblem.
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Table 7
Number of Correct Solutions Observed. Mean Score on Experimental Problem,
MeaftuNumber of Irrelevant Questions Asked, and Mean Number of inappropriate
Questions Asked for 37 Efficient and 37 Inefficient Problem Solvers
Efficient Inefficient
Number of Correct
Solutions Observed
Mean Score on Experimental Problem

18

18

.032935

.028178

Mean Number
of Irrelevant
Questions Asked

3.10

3.02

Mean Number ot
Inappropriate
Questions Asked

1.94

1.94

S:MD
00

p.

N.S.

.004757 .00158

.005

.08

N.S.

00

.274

*

N.S.

------------------------------------------------'-----*

I-tail test

A further analysis, interpretation and discussion of these results will
be made in the next chapter.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
In the first ehapter, three leneral hypotheses were stated eon...
cerning the basic problems involved in this study.

The first hy?othesis

was that the problem solving situation will s.rve as a stimulus tbat will
produce an inor... nt in heart rate for both groups of problem solvers,
and that the increment will be greater in the efficient problem solvers.
The results of the analyses of variance in tables 3 and 4 on
the mean heart rate for both groups indicates that changes in beart rate
that took place during the three experimental occasions were statistically
significantly different.

Inspection of

~Lgure.

6 and 7 indicate that tbe

change in heart rate was actually an increment that took place during the
problem solving sessiona.

When the two baa.line periods for each subject

were coabined and compared with the mean heart rate for the problem solving
period, statistically significant differenees again were Observed with the
increment in heart rate in both groups taking place during the problem
period with the larger increase in beart rate taking place in the efficient
group of subjects.
These results tend to support the hypothesis that autonOlllic
arousal is a characteristic of ;efficient fUDCtianing and that arousal
has an adaptive and facillitation effect in terma of IiIffi(;ient functioning on a task.

In a previously cited article by Beckman and Stein (1961),

it was observed that efficiency in problem solving correlated signifioant1y
64
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with reduced 8IlOUDt of alpha in resting DG records.

On the basis of

the.e results the authors speculated that the .ore efficient problem
solver uaay De operating wi.th a generally higher level of "cortical
excitation"

and are consequently in a state of readiness to integrate

external information.
u

Their results being interpreted i.n terms of general

cortica1 excitation" in efficient subjects are consistent with the re-

sults of this study in that the effici.ent subjects in this study also manifested greater autonomic arou.al than the inefficient SUbjects.
The results of this .tudy also indUate that autonomic arousal
is not a total reaction in that arousal is DOt experienced by the subject aontinuously during a tUk, but at certain periods of an assipeel
task, the subject hal to cope with a stLmu1u8 condition which produces
autonomic arousal.
When consielering the search and queation periods, table S
indicates that a. predicted in the second hypothesis, there was an inarement in heart rate during the question period for the problem solving
situation for the 37 efficient SUbjects.
te~.

A,ain this was expected in

of the hypothesis that arousal take. place when a situation con-

fronts a subject., a aituation with which he has to cope, a situation that
demands a eertain expenditure of energy.

This phenomena was observed in

a previous study (Rimoldi and Meyer, 19'3) where subjects when confronted
with the task of integrating the information they acquired auring the
problem solviag situation manifested an iDereme.t in heart rate.
When eonsidering the search and queltion periods of the three
experimental occasions of the 37 inefficient problem solvers, a similar
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increment in heart rate during the question parted was observed during the
problem solving session.

Again this manife.tation of arousal is inter-

preted as an indication that the lubject is 1n a state of readiness or
alertness that i. needed when he 18 confronted with information that he
must integrate and assimilate in order to efficiently handle the problem
solving task.

It is of special interest to note that this group also

manifested an inerea.e in arousal during the second baseline period, that
is, there was a slgnificant increase in heart rate during the simulated
question period.

This observation is difficult to interpret without other

substantiating data available, but the increment in heart rate may have
been a carryover from the problem solving se.sion in that these subjects
were still apprehensive about baving to integrate further information,
and even the .el..t'on of blank cards serYed a. a cue to put these subjects in a state of readiness.
data was not

r.cei~ed

It is unfortuaate that more quantified

from the subjects that would give

of the subjects' feelings about the experimental task.

S~

indication

Just from observ-

ing the lubjects' behavior, it seamed that . .ny of the efficient subjeets
enjoyed the problem solving task, and some of the. verbally expressed
their pleasure in that the problem was a challeRge to them.

However,

many of the ineffieient subject. seemed apprehensive when confronted with
the problem solving task, and they seemed to have been experiencing a good
deal of frustration during the problem.

Other inefficient subjects

.ee~

ed thoroughly bare. with the talk and seemed happy when the experiment was
complete.. Planned f.ture research eoncerning the problems encountered in
this study will have

~ubjects

fill out some ,ype of rating scale or
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logical taetic 1n solving the problem.

Sinee the two ,roups showed no

significant differences in the number of correct solutions obtained, the
mean number of inappropriate questions asked, and the mean number of
irrelevant que.t1ons asked, then the basta for the efficient subjects
perfonWa&a1pUic.antly better than the iuffieient subjects in terms
of mean final scores must be that the efficient 8ubjects approximated or
employed an appropriate, logical sequence of questions more often than the
inefficient .ubjeete.
There are some important implieatiOD$ in the results observed
in the problem 801vi.. behavi.or of these subjec.".

These illlplications

bave to do with test tHory in general and the practical probl .. of select..
ing or sereeniDl e.bjeets for

10rAe

speclfi.ed purpose.

the subjectfs correct or incorrect response
considered in the eelection precess.

OR

In many instaMes,

a task is the only variable

Bewever, the re.ults and analysis

of the problem solving behavior of the two sroups of subjects in this
study indicates that there are seveml variables that can and should be
considered that are involved in the process of problem solving.
If 0I11y the subjects· couect aad incorrect responses were

ob.$rved and analyzed, then the two groupe of subjects showed no difference in their ability and efflci.ency in solving tbe probl.a.

Svan if

their inappropriate or irrelevant questioas were observed and analyzed,
no difference between the twe groups would be 6beerved.

However, a statis-

tically significant d1fference between the two groups was observed when
tbeir logical approach to the problem was conaidered, in that tbe efficient
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subjects used or approximated the best logical sequences more often than
the inefficient subjects.

This logical approach is reflected in the se-

quence of questions asked by the subjects and the total score each subject
accumulated based upon the specific schematic
problem.

uo~s

for the experimental

Thus the correctness or incorrectness of a response is not

sufficient in assessing efficiency in a subject's behavior.

Efficiency in

problem solving or testing is not a dichotomous variable in that a subject is either efficient or inefficient, but when analyzing the problem
solving process, efficiency becomes a continuous variable in that some
subjects approach a task in a completely illogical manner, and some .ubjects may be more lOlieal or efficient than other subjects.

Certainly the

correctness or incorrectness of a response to a task is important, however, if a subject does make a correct response, it can only be assumed
that he •• ed a log.1ca1 or efficient approach to the problem.

This assump-

tion is not always appropriate in that a correct response may be the product of randoa guessing, or even cheating on a task by getting the correct
answer from some outside source.

Yet when analyzing the process of prob-

lem 801viag, the subjectts degree of efficieat behavior can be observed
step by step whicb then allows for greater accuracy in specifying how
efficient a subje.t really is in a problem solving or testing situation.
Also there are some implications steming from the results of
this study that aid and clarify for understandiftl the construct of
efficiency in terms of autonomic arousal.

Apparently the more efficient

subjects experienced more arousal than the less efficient subjects, and
that this arousal may bave facillitated the subjects' problem solving
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ability, in that the efficient subjects operationally defined by their
performance on an outside

cr~terion

(Thought Problems) manifested a

greater dearee of autonomic arousal during the problem period than the
inefficient subjects.

An optimal amount of tension experienced by a sub-

ject thus tOfteS up the subject; it makes hiB more alert and attentive
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that he can integrate the information he received in a much more efficient
manner.

In plans for future

~esearch

resulting from this study, it is

hoped that by analyzing the types of questions asked by the subjects, it
will become clear what kind of questions actually produce an increment
in heart rate.

Does autonomic arousal take place when a subject asks

appropriate, meaningful quelt_ns, or doe. it take, place when he receives irrelevant aad inappropriate informatioa that is difficult for
him to integrate with some meaning?

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to analyae and characteriae the
process that a Ireup of efficient and inefficient subjects go through
in solving a problem, and to see how autonomic arousal, measured in terma
of heart rate, was related to the construct of eUiciency in probl ..
solving.
ae".ral ,eneral hypotheses were 'e.'ed:
1)

Problem solving as a task will produce an increment in

heart rate in both Iroup. of proble. solver. 4urins the problem perie.
as coapared

'0 their baaeline periOds,

2)

The iacr...nt in heart rate will take place while the

subject 11 try!ag to incorporate and .ss1m11a'e the information he has
reque.ted in aolviag the proble., tbat is, during the "question period"
3)

la analyzing the problem solving process, the efficient

subjects will do signifi48ntly better ia a.lvi., the experimental problem than the tneffieient SUbjects.
A review of the literature relat84 to the purpose of this
r •••• rch iD4icat.. a gr ••t deal of interest a.lQl behavioral scientists
concerning ,he problem of efflciency in

p~blem

.olving and its relation-

ship to .uteDGaic arousal.
The .arly historical baekgreua4 of reaearch in problem aolving

indicates an iaterest in focusing On the pr..... that underlies prOblem
11

12

solving behavior (Dewey, 1933; James, 1890& Wertheimer, 1959; Dunker, 1945;
KShler, 1921, and Thorndike, 1911).
quantify the problea

101 ving

Some of the earliest attempts to

process were aade by Bloom and Broder (1950),

Glaser, Damrin and Gardner (1954), Buswell (1956), and Brunner, Goodnow
and Austin (1956).

For the special purpose of this research, the metho-

dology developed by Rimoldi (1955) was carefully reviewed in terms of
its theoreti ••l evolution and practical application of its technique.
Reaeareh investigating the relatienahip between efficieaoy on
certain experi_nul tasks and autonomic ar...al has also been surveyed.
Freeman (1940) demonstrated the relation.bip of autonomic arousal to
efficiency on .ertain psychomotor taaks.

Beckman and Stein investigated

the relationship between complex prOblem .olving and B.B.G. recordings.
And Blatt (1961), R1moldi, Meyer, 'Meyer,

~n4

Foeliatto (1962), and Rimaldi

and Meyer (1963), oenducted research coneemiDl increments in heart rate
and efficiency 1n preblem solving which previde. much of the stimulus
for this particular study.
'!'we hundred and fifty-seven

seventh and eighth grade students

were pre.tested, aM on the basis of th• • results, two groups of subjects
were sele.ted.

The two groups were thea deaisn-ted as the effinLent

problem solvers and the inefficLent ODeS.
subjects.

Back group was composed of 31

All subjects were given a practice problem. in order to famil-

iarize th.- with the problem solving teehaique, and they received a detailed explanation and demonstrat1etn of the electronic equLpment to be
employed in Mburing heart rate.

Each subject was tested individually

by two observers .. one handling the electronic equipment and the other
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administering the experimental problem.
before and after the experimental period.
divided into two areas:

A baseline period was secured
The experimental period was

the time the subjects spend in asking questions

necessary to solve the problem and the time he spends in integrating the
information made available to him.
The results of this study confirm the first hypothesis in
that the efficient subjects manifested a statistically significant

1~

crease 1n heart rate during the problem perLod when compared to their
baseline performance, and the inefficient subjects also produced a
statlstleally significant increase in heart rate during the problem period.
It is important to note that the increment manifested in both groups was
a statistically significant increase only when comparing the subjects
during the experimental periods of their own particular group_

A "t"

test for uneorrelated means was p.erform.ed on the mean heart rate for both
groups of subjects and the mean difference proved not to be statistically
signlficant, but this should be expected beeause the design of the study
explicitly states that the performance of subjects in each group would be
compared with theit own group base11ne result..
it

loi'iS

When this was observed,

char that degree of . increase in heart rate for the efficient

subjects was Inlleh greater tban the increment that took place in the inefficient group.
Similar results were observed when considering the question
and search periods of the three experimental occasions.

Both groups

showed a statistieal1y significant increaae in heart rate during the
question period of the problem solving session, and it is hoped that
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future research will uncover the specific variable or type of question
asked by the subjects that contributed to this increment in heart rate.
Another implication of these results idicatea that in terms of degrees of
expenditure .f energy, as measured by cardiae activity, effieient problem
solvers expend more energy while solving a problem than inefficient sUbjects.
Finally, an analysis of the problem solving behavior of the two
groups indieates that the efficient group did statistically significantly
better on the experimental problem than the inefficient subjects when considering one of the crucial aspeets of the problem solving process.
aspect was that as a group, the efficient subjects employed or

Tbis

approx~t

ed the most logieal tactics, as defined by the schema norma, more than the
inefficient SUbjects.

Again an important taplication of these results

is that when considering efficiency on a task, it is not enough to consider only the correctness of the final response.

The

correctness or

incorrectness of a final response may be the result of guessing or other
chance fa4tors, however if the problem solving process is analyzed, it
can be observed that efficiency 1n problem solving is not a discrete
phenomena in that a subject is correct or ineorrect in his solution, but
that

effj~tency

is a continuous variable 1n that one subject may be more

correct in his 10g14a1 approach than another subject.

If these conelu-

sions are valid, the important implications to the theory of testing and
measurement are obvious when contemporary test theory is based upon the
analysis of discrete, correct or incorrect responses of a SUbject.
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APPENDIX I

Problem 3lA
(Practice Problem)
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers
At Spencer High School the annual fall dance is about to be
held. A danee committee has been seleeted to make the necessary arrange.
ments. Beth )Joys and girl s are on the .GUIlittee. Ar::art of the eOllllittee is to take care of the refreshments for tbe evening and another part
will look after the sale of the tickets for tbe dance. The list of the
girls on tbe dan~e committee involved in the sale of tickets has been
lost. From the other information available, which you will find in the
questi4ns, your object will be to discover the number of girls involved
1n the sale of tickets.
QUestions
Is Spencer High School the only
coe.catiout school in the eity?
2. How -1lY My8 attend Spencer High?
3. How . .ny boys are on the dance
committee:
4. Are there
girll than boys at
this school?
S. How 1I&IlY .tudents on the dance committ.. are a.signed to supplying
the refreshment.?
6. What is the total number of students
on the tall dance committep?
7. 1:011 ncb time woald the committ.ee as
a whole spend in preparation for tbe
danee?
8. HOW IIl1tCh tima would the average eo....
mitt.. mamber contribute?
9. How 1UD1 'boya on the committee are
inVOlved in tbe sale of tiekets?
10. How tUn.y girls are on the refreshment part of the dance eommittee?
1.

_1'.

Answers
1.

If••

2.
3.

240 boys attend Spencer High.
10 ..

4.

Yes.

S.

14.

6.

2.5.

,.

215 hours.

••

11 hours.

9.

., boys

10.

10 girls.
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APPENDIX II
Problem .'BA
(Experimental Probl..u
Inatruetious and Corresponding Questions and Answers
A drug.store owner receives different types of magazines
that have d4fferent prices. Some cost 1e8S than 2S¢, some cost more
than 25¢,. You are to find out how many mystery maga!lines cost more
than 25¢. aead all the questions carefully.
Questions

Answers

What kinds of mag.aines does the
1. Mystery, sports and mechanical
store reoeive?
. .gazines.
2. Has the store more magazines about
2. 10.
mechanics than sports?
3. Has the .tore more magazines about
3. Yes.
meehaniea than mystery mala.ines?
4. How many different prices do the
4. 3
magazinea have?
5. What is the total number of magazines 5. 6O.
which the store receives?
6. How many magazines cost 2S¢ or more?
.52.
7. How many mechanics magazines cost
7. 5.
less than 2$¢?
8. Do all the sports magazines cost le'8 8. No.
than 2S¢?
9. How many sports magazines and mecha- 9. 6,
~cs magazines cost less than 25¢?
10. Do all the mystery magazines cost
10. No.
le88 than 2.5¢7
11 . How many sports magazines are
11. 30.
rt:tceived?
12. How Blany mechanics magazines are
12. 20.
received?
13. How many mystery magazines are
U. 10.
received?
l.

,.

APPENDIX III
SCHEMA NORMS FOR PROBLEM 33A (EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEM )
,QUESTIONS

~

'1

:2

(3

4

5

6

7

·8

9

10

11

12

13

Sum

H

H

~

.2500

'1

.1250 .1250

2

.0625

.0625

.0312

.0312

.0625

.2499

3

.0312

.0625

.0625

.0625

.0312

.2499

4

.0312

.1250

.0312

.0312

.0312

.2499

H

J:il

(f)

I'Ll
0
~

J:il

§
0

.9997
,IDEAL SEQUENCES FOR PROBLEM 3JA

5-6-13-9

6-11-12-9

5-13-6-9

6-12-11-9

5-6-9-13

6-9-11-12

5-13-9-6

6-9-12-11

ro

to.)
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APPENDIX IV
Tbe Pulling-out Method of scoring (Erdmann, 1964)
This method attempts to account for any restructuring or late
understanding of the observed sequence with one of the ideal sequences.
In other words the scorer determines the ideal sequence which best approxi.
mates the observed sequence and will therefore maximize the evaluation of
the performance. Obviously there are certain rules eccording to which
this is done.
~he first step ~8 to remove all the irrelevant (as far as the
ideal sequenee is concerned) questions f~m the obsp.rved sequence. It
is impOrtant to maintain the order of the que.tions as selected by the
subject.

What results may be a complete or partial ideal sequence. In
order to be complete the order of the relevant observed questions must dup.
licate the ideal sequence. If this occurs, then one finds the value of
the ideal sequence which would maximize the score for the observed sequence.
This completes the second step in the determination of a final score for
the pulling-out method. The third and final step is to divide the value,
found at the cOI4pletion of the second atep, by the number of queations of
the original observed sequence, i.e., before any pulling-out of irrelevant
questions. The sequence resultinl from the pulling-out of irrelevant questions, however, may only partially duplicate an ideal sequence. In this
case credit is given for the partial sequence. This value is again divided by the number of questions of the original observed sequence to determine the final score.
An example of the technique i. in order to clarify the application.
Suppose the ob.erved sequence 1,6,3,8,2,10. Assume that the ideal sequences of the problem are 6,3,10 and 10,3,6_ Pulling-out the irrelevant
ques~ions leaves ',3,10 so the final score is the value of the 6,3,10
sequence in the scbema norms divided by '(the number of questions from
the original observed sequence). Bad the original sequence been 1,10,
8,3,2,6, then tbe ideal sequence 10,3,6 would have been duplicated with
results exactly as above.

In melt in.tances the ideal sequence will not be exactly duplicated. Assuming the observed sequence 1,6,7,8,3,2,5, tbe ideal sequence
approximating 1t best is 6,3,10. However, there is only partial approximation here, namaly 6,3. The final .core is, therefore, the value of
6,3 in tbe schema norms, divided by 7 in this case. The remnants of tbe
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observed sequence following the pulling-out of irrelevant questions must
follow the order of one of the ideal sequences so that an observed sequence without 3 and 6 in it would obtain no value at all. If either
occurred at the end of the sequence only that question would contribute
any value. For instance the observed sequence 1,3,8,4 would have zero as
a final scor.~ The sequence 1,3,6,5,7 would have the value of 6 in the
first po8tion in the SChema norms divided by S~
Thi8 technique works to the advantage of the subject by gLv~ng
him the benefit of the doubt as far as the occurrence of restructuring
or reshaping the problem is coneerned. It al •• incorporates the advantages of the schema method and adds the feature of differentially
penalizing the subject for the prodigal seleotion of cards.
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APPENDIX V

Name

School

-------------------------

THOUGHT PROBLEMS.

-----------

Date

-----------------PART I

n1rectionsJ ~1 tOe following pages there are 20 thought proDleu. Some are hard, but you can sol va BlOst of them if you read and reread carefully, thLDk straight, and take enough time. If you find some
extremely hard, go on the next one and return to the hard ones later.
In the problems which require figuring on paper, please use the
space provided and the margin of the page. Be sure to show all of your
figures so that credit can be given for correct steps even though your
answer may be w~ong.

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARB TOLD TO DO SO.

1.

2.
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In our school two.thirds of the boy. play football and two-thirds
play basketball. Of the following statements, which i8 necassarily
true
Some boys play neither football nor basketball.
Some boys play both football and basketball.

In a certain scbool the positions of principal, assistant principal,
and coach were held by Green, Burns, and Smith, though not necessarily
in that order. The principal, who was an only child, earns the most.
Burn.) wb• .arried Green's sister, earns leas than the coach.
What position is held by Green? __________________________
What position is held by Burns? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
What position is held by Smith? _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~

3.

When you enter my ~u8e you will find a window on your right in the
side wall of the entry. When the sun sets it shines straight through
this window on the opposite wall, What direction are you facina when
you stand in the doorway and look aClroes the street?

4.

Suppose that the Yankees lead the league and that the Red Sox are
fifth, while the White Sox are midway between them. If the Indians
are ahead of tbe aed Sox and Tigers immediately behind the White
Sox, which team i. in the second pla••?

S.

In a farmer's papers, a receipt was found: 24 dozen eggs .•• $ 2.4 •
The fir.t and laet digit of the ....nt had been blotted out. What are the two missing d1&its1
What was the price of a dozen 8 . .'1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

,.

I started from the school and walked 100 yards; I turned to the right
and walked 50 yards: I turned to the rigbt again and walked 100
yards. Bow far from the school am I?

7.

There are six vush buttons lettered A,B,CJD,E,F. Two of the buttons
will ring aMU fuur w11 1 not. Tbe buttons can be pushed in COIlbinations only of three. It is known that:
Combination A,B,C rings the bell
CQIlI.bination a,C,E does not ring the bell
Combination C,D,E rings the bell
Combination B,C,D rings the bell
Corabination D,E,F rings the bell
Which two buttons are connected with the bell?
j

8,

My birthday is on December 27, and I am just four days older than
Tom. This year Christmas day comes on Tuesday. On what day of the
we~~ is Tom·s birthday?
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9.

A po\lild of meat ahould roast for balt all hour; t140 pounda of meat

ahould roaat foZ' thr• ...-qurt.r. of an hour; ihl'e. pound. of meat
,boula rout for one bour i eipt pO'Wlds of meat ,b.ould rout for
two hours aIld a quarter. If you ware wri.t1n& a ceokbook, how would
you atate the rule DJ wb1ch a peraoD could tell from the
of a
piece of .at bow 10lIl it .boulei rout?

"'&hi

10.

Thr•• playing carda are placed in a row, face down. To the right of
a lU.nc, there are one or two Queens. To the left of a QlIeen, ture
&l"e . _ or two Que."a. To the left of a heatt, there are one or two
spael.a. To the rlght of a apH., there are one or two apaas. One
of tbe cards is the Queen of hearts. What are tbe other two?

11.

Tb.e witua. 8ald, "I heard my clock atd,ke yesterday. aNut t_
.lutaa before the sbot ... £11'.41. I did not COURt the chime., but
Itm 8ur. it atrvck aor. tbaa oaoe aDd that it struck aR odd number.
The witneas had 'been out ail momi. au hal' clock stopped at .5
miautes to S the a... aft,araoon. When do you think the shot was fired?

12.

If the A' a have a ,,"el' aray than . ' a, we oupt first elther to
fight the Bfs or attack the e t • by .ea, but not attack the Ats. If
tM At, army b lafllLnar, we aDe\lld atU4lc tu Afa ftrat.. If the C's
uve a biuer ,Ulvy tbu we, we GUlb.. to eLcller f1ght the
or the
A' ., nt not tu 0'.. If C's uvy 1, SMaller, we .betald first attae"
the Cts by .ea~ The d ..as . f am.........., •• are -

.t.

Ship.

Mea

ourselves

A. 1 _eoG,08O

300

B. J,OOO,OOO
C 4,000,000
6,000,000

400
500

200

Whom. abould we attack 'lr.t?

13.

------------------------------------is paiat.ed I'ed, then .li.ed up

A cube is :5 ~M' Oil e.ch ,14e. It
iate on....tnch ftM,.
How JIUlfl)' one-1Mb. cubes wUl
Bow many one-l.ch cubes will
Bow
O..... 1Mh CNN. win
. . maay ...-lnch c• •_ w111
How many one-1nch cub•• wU 1

maa,.

there be?
have J 1'e4 .1d••?
bave 2 red sldes? - . - - - - - b.ave 1 red .1de?
have n.o red .id••?

--------
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14.

Bill came boae with a new bicycle. There is clay on his feet and
soot on his forehead. The only places he can have been are West
Philadelphia, North Philadelphia, South Philadelphia, and Camden.
He has not had time to go to more than one of these. There are
bicycle shops only in North Philadelphia, West Philadelphia, and
Cmnden. There is soot in the air only in Harth Philadelphia, South
Philadelphia, and Camden. The streets are not being repaired in
North Philadelphia, but they may be 1n other places. Where had
Bill been?

1.5.

In numbering the pages of a book a printer used 111 digits. (The
digits are 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9.) How many pages has the book?

16.

ThGre are six push buttons lettered D,E,F,G,H,I. Two of the buttons
acting together ring a bell. The buttons oan only be pushed in c0mbinations of three. It 1s known that
Combination DSF does not ring the bell
Combination ErG does not ring the bell
Combination FGH rings the bell
Combination Gal d••• not ring the bell
Which two buttons ac~lnl together ring the bell?

17.

What idea can you draw from the following facts? Iron nails will
not float in a pool; a cup of pure gold dust weighs nearly twenty
times as much as a cup of water the .ame siae; if you drop a dime or
penny into a puddle it will sink t6 the bottom; a leaden weilht will
drop to the bettOlll of the _ean; a CNJ>i. tub (&bout. a table.poon)
of water weighs less than half an ounee, while a cubic inch of brass
weighs over two ounces. Sum up all these facts into one short state.
ment:
Most__________a.re _ _ _ _ __

18.

Where the climate is hot, bananas and ruboer trees will grow. Strawberries and poutoes will grow where it is cool. Strawberries and
rubber tree. require plenty of moistureJ potatoes and bananas need
fairly dry regions. Near the Amazon river it 18 very hot and very
damp. Which of the above grows there?

19.

A broker bought 5 shares of stock at $10 each which he sold at $8
each. But he sold at $3 each some shares he had bought at $2 each.
If his profit was $15, how many shares did he sell at $3?

20.

On a lix-day vacation, 30hn drank twice as much coke each day ashe
did the day before. On the 6th day he drank a quart. On what day

did he drink a pint?
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Name__________________________Sehool,__________________Date____________

THOUGHT PROBLEMS.

PART II

Direc:tlons t On the following pages there are 20 thought problems.
Some are hard, but you can solve most of them if you read and re-read
carefully, think straight, and take enouch time. If you find some extremely bard, go on to the next one and return to the hard ones later.

In the problems which require figuring on paper, please use the
spaces provided ana the margin of the page. Be sure to show all of your
figures so that credit can be liven for .orrect steps eV0n though your
answer may be wrong.

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARB TOLD TO 00 SO
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21.

Some children were asked: "why are towns nearly always more unhealthy
than the country?" They gave the following replies: <underline the
best two replies).
"Some country places are by the seaside."
"There are more doctors in the town."
"The -.oke and fumes in the _1ty make the air less pure."
"People in the country sleep more."
"Disea.as sprelld more where peOple ere crowded together. n

22.

The deetor thinks Jack has caught some disease. If he has a rash, it
i. probably chicken-pox, measles, or a_arlet fever. If he has been
ailing with a cold or cough, he may develop whooping-cough, -.asles,
or waps. U. has been sneezing ami coughing for some days, and now
spot, ara appeal'ing on hi. face and ar:u. What disease does .lack
proMbly have?

23.

301m b.&s 1 ~ckets and 20 dimes. 1lfl
pockets 80 that each poeket contains

want. to put his dimes iato his
a different number of dimes.

Can he 40 s01

Explain your ansver.
24.

Helen walked four blocks west on 11m Street. She turned left and
walked two bloCks, turned right and walked two more blocks, and then
turned right again and walked one block. Which direction was Belen
walking in the last block?

2.5.

There are five books i.a a pUe. The graen one is directly under the
blue one altd 11 above the yellow 0... 'lb.e red one is above the brown
one, but aot next to it. The broWll boOk is directly under the green
book. Which book is on top?

26.

There are a number of bacteria in a flask at 9 o'clock. There were
half as many at 8 o'clock. there will be twice as many at 10 o'clock.
At this rate the flask will be full at 4 o'clock. At what time will
it be half full?

27.

After eatiBl at the Company cafeteria, a number of workers got siCk.
iach worker had selected three items of food from the five: ham
sandwich, cole slaw, rice pudding, milk, cocoa. The company nurse
interviewed the workers and found tbat those who had eaten items
ham sandwich, cole slaw, aDd milk lot sick, as did thoee who had
eaten ule slaw, rice puddilll, and ailk. Uewever I those who had
eaten ham san4wich, cole slaw, and ooo.a _i4ntt ,et siCk. What two
foods . .y have caused the .ickness?
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28.

Bentonville is 15 miles east of Austin. Centerburg is 25 miles north
of Bentonville. Dearborn is 15 miles west of Centerburg. How far
is Dearborn from Au.tin?

29.

Captain Watta and his son James have been found shot -- the father
in the cheet . . the son in the baek. Both clearly died ins tan-.
tan.... ly. A gun fired close to a per.on -- as, for example, when a
man shoot. biaself - w111 blacken and eftn burn the akin or clothe••
fired f~ • creater distance it will leave no such mark. The two bod!e
were fou.U Mar the middle of a large hall used as a rifle range. Its
floor is 40vered with damp sand wllich shows every footprint dbtinotly.
Inside the room there are two pairs of footprints only. A third man
stan41uc juat outside the door or window could aim at any part of the
rOGll, lJ. the pavemeat outdde would show no footprints. Under
Captain Watts' 1>ody was found a guni no such weapon was found near
James. In each case the coat, when the bullet entered was blackened
with gunpowder, and the cloth a little singed. Captain Watts was
devoted to his 80n, and would have d1e4 rather than harm him purposely;
hence it is tap•• sible to suppose that he killed him deliberately,
evea in ulf-defenae. But some tbJ.ak that James secretly disliked
his father, and hoped to iaherit hit fortune at his death.
Wu Oaptain Watts' death 4U8 to IB\Irder,aceident, or suicide?
Wa. 3aae.' death due to murder, aceident, or

30.

8u~cide?

The wi.naiag horse in a race finished at 4:31 P.M. He was six lengths
ahead of the a.eond horse, which fini.hed nine lengths ahead of the
third horse. The third horse ran the rae. in 2 minutes and :5 seconds.
In the last quarter of the race, each horae was traveling one length
in lIS .8concl.
How long did 1t take the winning horse to win the race?

At what time did the race start?
31.

During a el"$ play OM of the stagehand. Us to change the spotlight from red to blUe. There are six switches that can be pulled.
They are numbered 1,2,3,4,5 and 6. Two of the switcbes will turn
on the blue lilht; the others will BOt. The stagehand knows that ---1,2 and :5 pulled toeether will .aka
4,5 aDd , pulled toeether will make
2,3 aa4 5 pulled tOlathel:' will make
3,4 aIld • pulled together will aot uke the
2,S aad 6 pulled together will make

the light blue.
the light blue.
the light blue.
light blue.
the light blue.

Which two switches will turn the light blue?
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32.

A fireman stoo4 on the middle ruAg of a ladder, directing water into
buraing build-ing. As the smoke lessened, he steH,ed up three
runes and ...tinu.d his work from that point. A sudden flare-up
forced him to go down five rungs. Later he climbed up seven rungs
and WI'Qd tha..... until the fire was out. Then he a1 imbed the reaa1n1ng
six rungs and entered the building. Write down the nwuber of rungs
in the ladde.....

a

33.

I am at cross roads. I have come from the South and want to go to
PMladelpM..a. The road to t.he right leads somewhere else. The
road st.raiaht ahead leads only to a ferm. In which direction is
Philadelphia?
Circle the right answer:

Horth, Bast, South, West.

34.

Four boys, one of whom was known to have broken a window, were questioned. by the pl'i.acipal. Bach ade a s'atement. Dave; "Tom did it."
Ta: "BUl did it ..' Jack: "I di4n ' t do it," Bill: "Tom. lied
when he said I did it." If only ORe of the four statements is false,
who is t,he g1.l11 ty boy?

35.

Georg. is rurming hi. Ii.tlle brothel". train set. He want. to switch
the en~iae Gato a different track. There are six colored pusbbuttons
on ,be -.atro1 panel • rad, yellow, o~...e, green, blue, and purple.
Two of the pushbutt.ons actina togetb.er will switch the train to a
difteNnt treek. Georsa Jmon that.
Pusllbuttons OrallJ., Green, and Pur£le acting; together will not
switch track£!.
Pu!hbuttons Red, Yellow, and Ilve acting together will not
sWl.tch tracks.
PUshbutton, ~, Yellow, aM Ota2le acting together wUl
switch tracks.
PUshbUttons Yellow, Ora9je, and Green acting together will
not sHitch tracks.
\nlich two pushbuttons acting together will switch tracks?

36.

Dave bought the following Christmas presents: a pipe, 80me music,
s carton of cigarettes, a bracelet, a toy angine, a bat, a book, a
doll, a walking stick, and an umbrella. His brother is 18; he does
not smoke, nor play baseball, nor play the piano. Dave wants to
give the walki.ng stick to his father end the umbrella to his mother.
Whi4h of tbe presents shall he give to his brother?
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37.

Three boxes are piled on top of each other. All are of the same
siae, :5 by 4 by 'feet. The lower box rest. on its 3 t.y 5 side,
the second box on its 4 by 5 side, and top box on its 3 by 4 side.
What 1s the height of the pile?

38.

A cube is :5 in.hes on each side. It is painted white un two opposite
sides. red on two opposite sides; and blue on two oPFosite sides. It
is then sliced up into one-inch cubes.

Bow aeny one-inch cubes will there be?
Raw many ~ill show tbe colors red,white,and blue?_____________
How many will show white only?
Hew .any will show red only?
Bow many wil 1 show hI \l8 oni y?

How un}' will sbow two colen's only?
Bow . .ny will show no colors?

39.

A farmer
to raise
in which
how many

40.

In cold, damp cltmate J root crops lik~ potatoes and turnips grow
be.t. In teap.rate climates there are many pastures, and oats and
barley grow well. In subtropical climates wheat, olives, and vines
grow well. Xn tropical climates date-palms and rice grow best. The
ancient Verberites lived largely Oft bread, with oil instead of butter;
they had wiRe to drink and raisins for fruit. Which climate do you
think they had?

&Old , turkeys at $10 each, although it had cost him $12
them. At the same time he sold at $2 each some chickens
he had invested only $1 eUlll. If his profit was $10,
chickens did he sell for $2 euh.
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